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DEAR PRIRE MINISTER SHARON,

IT   PAINS   ME   TO   SAY   THAT
you  are  increasingly  regarded  here
in Britain, even by some Jews, as a cross

between Slobodan Milosevic and Ghengis
Khan rather than as the popularly elected
PrimeMnisterofaparliamentarydemocraey.
Such is the personalisation and vilification
of politics. As they say, just because we are
paranoid does not mean that they are not out
to get us.

There are truths which many Brits find
hard to accept.

The occupation of the territories was not
of your  choosing  but  the  response  to
concerted Arab  aggression  which  was
designed to destroy the State of Israel. Much
of the twentieth century is a sad history of
repeated Arab  attacks  and  rejection  of
compromise after compromise.

Fromhere,itisasplainasanythingcould
bethattoday'sdangerousandbloodytension
between the West and a large portion of the
restoftheworldisyetanotherepisodeinthe
millennial struggle between Christian and
Muslim  empires.  Israel  is  caught  on  the
fiingesofthelslamicworldwhere,according
to imperial doctrine, it has no right to be.
IncreasingnumbersintheWestviewtheright
ofJewstoanyhomelandhowevertinyasan
expendable nuisance.  Israel is damned by
many in the third world for its association
with America which stands charged with
ruthless  exploitation  of the  third  world,
unholy  alliances  and  perpetuation  of
inequality and poverty.  Even in the West,
thereseemthosewhohaveforgottenthatthe
total Jewish population of the world is less
thanthepopulationofAfghanistanandtalk
about  a  Middle-Eastern supexpower  and
sinister Jewish lobbies.

It is also clear that anti-Semitism is on
the increase. There is that peculiarly English
style which denies that anti-Semitism and
anti-Israel sentiments are the same and then
equates  Israel's  behaviour  towards  the
Palestinians with the Holocaust. And we see
the French ambassadorial  variety which
dismisses Israel as `a shitty little country'.
The disease has taken hold in the Muslim
wolldaswellwithofficialSaudinewspapers
reviving the blood libel and a widespread
beliefthat September 1 lth was a Mossad plot
andpartoftheworldwideZionistcouspiracy.
The United Nations Conference in Durban
last year was profoundly shocking.  The
comxptionofandwithintheUnitedNations
isterrifying.

President Clinton's  condemnation  of
ChainanArafatasamanunabletomakeup
his mind about anything is the politest of
judgements.  It is absolutely clear that the
Palestiniansnowbelievethattheyaremuch
strongerthanlsraelpoliticallyandmorally,
thatlsraelisthelastoccupyingpowerleftin
the world, that the tactics of Hizbollah and
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Islamic Jihad will work. They believe also
that the losses that are inflicted upon them
serve only to strengthen the resolve that this
is a chapter of heroism and struggle that will
end with the glorious liberation of all Cis-
Jordan. The rhetoric in Arabic consistently
supports this view.

There is no  doubt that Iran,  Syria and
Iraq fund and support acts of terrorism the
like of which have never been seen before. It
is staggering how onlookers can shrug their
shoulders at the  cynical brainwashing of
ordinary people so that they willingly give
up their lives  for the glory of killing and
maiminginnocenthumanbeings.Staggering
also that this can simply be reported as yet
another round of tit for tat. Had the outrage
of Omagh been repeated, there is no doubt
that  our  government  here  would  have
responded  in much the  same way  as  you
have responded towards terrorists,  never
mind  the   almost  ungraspable  added
dimension of glorying in suicide by which
your government is challenged.

Itisalltmeand1despairatwhatprompts
so  many  people  in  Britain  to  see  this
horrendous situation as some romantic David
andGoliathepisodewiththevastArabworld
as  poor David and migbty Israel,  barely
visible on the map, as Goliath.

However ....   and   there   is   a   huge
`however'.

Thirty-five years of unsought occupation
have  led  Israel  into  the  most  dangerous
situation.Itissinplynotpossibletomleover
threemillionPalestinianswithoutcommitting
moral  outrages.  To  put  down  a  popular
uprising - actually a mission impossible -
demandsmeasureswhichinevitablyresultin
themaimingandkillingofcivilians.Curfews,
blockades, the abrogation of civil rights, the
condoning of inhumane treatment become
inevitable. I genuinely believe that the Israel
Defence Force have endangered themselves
again and again in trying to deal olily with
terroristsandgurmenandintryingtoprevent
the suffering of civilians. But it is inevitable
thatlsraelgetsdrawnintoeconomicclosures,
round-ups, the wanton destruction of olive
groves,  the  bulldozing  of houses,  the
vandalising  of kindergartens,  attacks  on
medicaliustallatious,thekillingofthewholly
innocent  and a host  of acts,  actions  and
patterns ofbehaviour which are antithetical to
Judaism. A letter like this is not the place for
me  to  lecture  you  on  Jewish  texts  but
Abraham'srejectionofcollectivepunishment
andthekillingoftheirmocentalongwiththe
guilty rings through the story of Sodom and
Gomorrah. When Jacob's sons take revenge
for the rape of their sister, Jacob condemns
them.  And  the  great  Spanish  Jewish
commentatorRambanmlesthattheharming
of irmocents can never bejustified.

The action and reaction into which Israel
hasbeendrawngrievesmebeyondmeasure.
It  gives  ammunition  to  our  enemies,  it

tarnishes the reputation of Judaism and it
corrodes all that is good, just and caring in
Israeli society. All the work that has been
put in to building relations between Israelis
and Palestinians  and Jews  and Muslims,
all the attempts to reach out to the other and
build bridges of understanding based upon
sibling faiths and common humanity are
destroyed.  Never  mind  what  twenty
thousand or so Jews who have been blinded
by  fundamentalism  into  defending  an
indefensible  policy  of settlements  on
Palestinian land have to say, think of the
future of millions of ordinary Israelis who
are going to have to live in peace and co-
operation with Palestinians  in  their  own
country and as neighbours -because there
is no other solution either in justice or in
realpolitik.

From here, it seems blindingly obvious
that present policies just are not working.
They  offer neither  leadership  nor  hope,
neither vision nor strategy; only growing
hatred,  rising  bloodshed  and  deepening
despair.Iknowthattheterrorismperpetrated
byPalestiniansuicidebombersisdespicable
and intolerable but it cannot be eliminated
by military action. That which is completely
understandable is, tragically, only making
the situation worse.

Since I am, as a minor Diaspora rabbi,
already exhibiting an arrogance which you
will almost certainly dismiss as going far
beyond my brief, let me go the whole hog
and commit an act of hubris by suggesting
what you should do.

Declare a Peace Conference beginning
tomorrow. Put on the table two States with
Israel's borders being the most secure that
can  be  drawn;  the  dismantling  of the
settlements;  the  same  agreement  on
Jerusalem  reached  in  draft  at  Tabah;  an
agreement over refugees and water sharing,
once again as drafted at Tabah. Affirm the
need for Israel's Statehood and security to
be guaranteed by every Arab State and the
United  Nations.  Affirm  the  need  for
Palestine to be economically viable and the
recipient of substantial international aid. Go
to Cyprus or Oslo or London and wait for
the other side to tun up.

If they don't, ask President Bush, Prime
Minister Tony Blair, Kofi Aman, Romano
Prodi and the Saudis to bring them all -
Chairman Arafat, the leaders of Syria, Iran,
Egypt and Jordan -all of them. Tell them to
lock the doors and not let them out until the
settlement - the  only  settlement that  is
conceivable -has been reached. So that this
year the festival of freedom, so recently and
so inhumanly disfigured - freedom from
violence, fear, oppression and suffering for
all  in  Israel/Palestine  -  can  be  realised
speedily and in our days.

B'Shalom,

RABBI TONY BAYFIELD



WHAT  DO  WE  CALL  GOD?
As it is with the painting Of the Forth Bridge, so it is with BS+ispTte~£o.:Ill

i;:;irerbooks.No-soone;:histhefy?l€_o{rTisionbeefco.m`pl.?t_:3_:..S#±~±^[ariiDrtyprayerbook,Siddr,HighHolydayprayer.look.,Machor,Pilgri.in

Festiva;ira;erbook,MachaorfortheskkeshTdregiv.inthanwest.arta5ain.-TheissckblyofkabbisoftheReformMovemen_thass.et_toworpon.the,

SiiddrandPr;fe;sorAlfreJMoritzOfCardiffisalarmed.Pr?yerbookeditor
Rabbi Professor Jonathan Magonet off;ers an uncomprorhising response:

TRIUMPH 0F POCOL

Alfred Moritz

THE     PRESENT     BRITISH
Reform  sz.dda!r,  dated  1977,
was badly needed. It superseded

a volunie published in 1930, before the
whole Jewish world was fundamentally
and irrevocably changed.  Changes  in
the  Jewish  world  since   1977  are
insignificant by comparison. Yet a new
sz.c}d#r is again being plarmed, mainly
becauseitisclainedthatthe`masculine'
English  of the  present volume  is  no
longer acceptable. A discussion of this
claim is long overdue.

When Politically Correct Language,
`Pocol' for short, first appeared in our

prayer books  in  1985  it was  a cloud`small as a man's hand' . But even then

it  was   able  to  produce  the  first
7„ecfez.fzafe,   separating   men   from
women, in Reform's 200-year history.
OnYomKippurourotherwiseadmirable
"czcfezor makes men confess their sins
and those of their fellow 772e7., while on
the facing page women confess theirs
and those of their fellow wo7#e73.

Since  then  that  little  cloud  has
become a hurricane sweeping all before
it. At present this is confined to three
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short  seasons  each  year,  when  the
egregious   new   772¢cfezor   for   the
`pilgrim'festivalsisinuse.Ifandwhen

the new sz.czdc# appears that hurricane
will blow throughout the year.

The main features of Pocol, which
incidentally  is  the  only  language  to
include  a  two-legged  chair  in  its
inventory,  can be  simply  stated.  All
references  to  God  as  in  any  way
masculine and all references to men in
the  sense  of human beings must be
eradicated; all brothers, fathers and sons
must    either    be    eliminated    or
accompanied by  sisters,  mothers  and
daughters;  and  there  must  be  no
reference to any male occupation, such
as `king'.

To a large extent this can be brought
about by  simple  instructions  to  an
(aptly named) PC:  `Find fJe or Zzz.773 or
Lord or ffee I,orJ and substitute  God;
find His  or the Lord's  and substitute
God's.' The effect is remarkable. Take
just the opening of the  150th Psalm in
our present sz.ddafr:  `Praise the  Lord.
PraiseGodinHisholyplace,praiseHim
in His mighty heavens, praise Him for

Hispowerfuldeeds,praiseHimforHis
suapassing greatness.' Hey presto, this
now reads:  `Praise God. Praise God in
God's holy place, praise God in God's
mighty heavens, praise God for God's
powerful deeds, praise God for God's
surpassinggreatness.'Thismaynrinthe
language  and deprive it of all poetry,
and  it  may  also  violate  the  Third
Commandment by demoting  `God' to
a  mere  substitute  for  a  personal
pronoun.  But Pocol  demands  it  and
Pocol must be obeyed.

Elsewhere the machine's work may
needtobesupplementedbysomehand
finishing. `Father(s) ' , for instance, may
need to become either `ancestor(s)' or
`parent(s)'  or  `source  of our being'.

What is to become of `Our Father, our
King, we have simed before You' has
yet to be revealed - but translating it

We have other ways Of
telling the young, and

not so young, that
God is not the

bearded old man they
may think Of and that
to speak Of His rhighty
hand or outstretched
arm does not mean
that He has a body.

This, I feel strongly, is
the approach we

should also adopt
towards the

masculinrty problem
intoPocolmaybeyetanothersin.There
may be a few obstacles left,  and the
bridegroom   in   Jecfeczfe   dodz.,   for
instance, may resist Pocol treatment.
But in general,  as  long  as you allow
yourself    sufficient    latitude    in
translating,      mistranslating      or
paraphrasing, there is no limit to what
Pocol can achieve in English.

In  English  -  but  not  in  other
languages  and,  aoove  all,  not  in
Hebrew. Pocol can win in English only
because  English  has  hardly  any
grarmatical gender other than the few
personal  pronouns  which  can  be
disposed of by that computer.  One of
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the few other gender-linked words is
`god',  for which the  feminine  is,  of

course, `goddess'. Other languages are
not so lucky. In German, for instance,
even the fashionable `the Etemal' is a
masculine  `der Ewz.ge '. As for Hebrew,
a vast number of words is in some way
gender-linked   and   every   single
bercrc%czfe  we  utter begins  with  three
masculine words.  Pocol  may rule  in
English,  but  in Hebrew it can  do  no
more than make our Mothers join our
Fathers.

In the eighteenth century Edward
Gibbon  said  with  regard  to  some
`1icentious'  Latin passages  quoted in

his Dec/z.#e cz7zd Fcz//, that his language
was chaste and those quotations were
`left in the decent obscurity of a learned

language'.  Pocol  applies  the  same
approach  to  Hebrew.  The  `decent
obscurity'  of the  holy  tongue  will
ensure that most people will not even
notice,  and those who  do  notice  and
object  to  non-Pocol  language  can
always  abandon the use  of Hebrew
altogether. Like most of us, they may
be proud of our greater adherence to
Jewishtradition,butwhenthattradition
conflicts with Pocol there is no contest.

Ialnnotsuggestingthatthedevotees
of Pocol are not struggling with a real
problem. I am suggesting that the use
of Pocol  deals  with  that problem  in
entirely the wrong way. We have other
ways of telling the young, and not so
young, that God is not the bearded old
mantheymaythinkofandthattospeak
of His mighty hand or outstretched arm
doesnotmeanthatHehasabody.This,
I  feel  strongly,  is  the  approach  we
should   also    adopt   towards   the
masculinity problem.

In languages other than English the
male, for better or worse, embraces the
female,  and  a  `straight'  couple,  for
instance,wouldnaturallybereferredto
in the masculine  gender.  So  let  it be
stressedthatGodmustbethoughtofin
that same inclusive way - and if our
`fathers' embrace our mothers this may
enhance rather than impoverish Jewish
continuity.

As it is, we are in danger both of
making a laughing-stock of ourselves
and of driving away from our services
some of those most devoted to them.
Yes, we need a new prayer book. We
need a 77g¢cfezor for the three festivals
to replace the present monstrosity. But
as for a Pocol-dominated sz.dd#7., a hole
in the head would be preferable .

PROFESSOR ALFRED MORITZ I.s cz/omer
vice~principal  of University  College,  Cardiff.
Born  in  Munich  in   1921,  he  has  published
widely in the field Of classical studies.  He is  a
nem,her  Of  Cardiff Now  Synagogue.
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ROLE  OF WOMEN

JonathanMagonet

SHARE   WITH   PROFESSOR
Moritz    a    dislike    of   poorly
rendered    English.     But    his

impassioned critique of the aesthetics
of the translations  in the prayerbook
does effectively avoid the fundamental
problem that the translation has tried
to  address,  namely the  issues  around
the role, or rather the absence of role,
given  to  women  in  Jewish  public
worship.  Moreover,  no  amount  of
harping  on  the  real  or  imagined
absurdities of political correctness gets
away from the fact that there are issues
of justice  here.  Who  has  greater
responsibility for addressing them than
the progressive wing of Judaism?

Judaism has always had to face the
challenges presented to it by the values
of the  surrounding culture.  Insofar as
they are based on principles that accord
with the highest standards of morality,
we have accepted their challenge to our
existing   traditions,   struggled   to
accommodate  them  and  ultimately
intemalised them to such an extent that
subsequent generations  can  only  see
them  as  intrinsically  Jewish.  The
codification of Jewish law that we take
for granted is the product of living in a
Muslim  environment  in  the  middle
ages, as is much of Jewish philosophy.
The  line-by-line  systematic  biblical
commentary  provided  by   Rashi,
revolutionary in its time,  is based on
contemporary Christian models.  That
these have become exemplary `Jewish'
foms is a tribute to our extraordinary
ability to  synthesise the best of what
surrounding  cultures  have  to  offer
without     surrendering     essential
continuity with past traditions,  even
when radically re-making them.  The
accusation  so  often  levelled  against
`reformers'   that   we   are   merely

pandering to some cuITent fad reflects

exactly this  `traditional'  readiness  to
engage with contemporary challenges
and indicates the risks that have to be
taken. Thus a critique, if it is to be of
any use,  should at least acknowledge
the nature  of the problem  and offer
alternative ways of tackling it.

As a prominent member of a Reform
community,  li.ving  in  a  democratic
society,  I must assume that Professor
Moritz  is  as  committed  to  gender
equality, however that is to be defined.
Historically it is clear that all aspects
of public, and for that matter domestic,
ritual    and    worship    have    been
determined by rabbis who have been
men,  acting within  a tradition that is
resolutely     patriarchal.      Severe
restrictions  have  been  imposed  in
practice,  if not always with halakhic
justification,  on the potential roles  of
women within public  expressions  of
Jewish worship. Progressive Judaism in
its    various    manifestations    has
consciously  addressed  such  issues,
though not always  consistently  or in
line with its own values and aspirations.
So   assuming   that   the   role   and
perception  of women,  let alone  their
own personal  needs,  is  a matter with
which,    both    by    ideology    and
temperament,  we  should be  engaged,
the prayerbook, the  living  expression
of community life and values, must also
have a part to play. If such a premise is
accepted,    then    polemics    about
`political  correctness'  are  beside  the

point.
There are at least three areas where

the  issue  needs  to  be  tackled  with
Jewish liturgy.  Firstly the  question as
towhoitisthatisassumedtobereading
these prayers. On the whole most of the
texts we recite are sufficiently neutral
to be open for all.  But language does

continued on next page
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move  on.  I  remember the  previous
Reform prayerbook where the second
paragraph of the ,4mz.dczfe blessed God
who  `quickenest the  dead'.  I  do  not
think my childhood imagination quite
ran to zombies on rollerskates but it was
hardly  very  illuminating.  Whether
Professor Moritz likes it or not the word
`man'  has  become  in  our time  very

gender    specific    and   no    longer`embraces woman',  or if it  does  can

only do so in a way that reinforces the
secondary      status      of     women.
Fortunately nowhere in the prayerbook
do we have to  decide how to express
the concept of `chairman'.  But if one
did not know what a `chairman' was and
just listened to the juxtaposition of the
two words - how about `benchman' or
`stoolman',  both  equally plausible -
the term would be  absurd  and  only
makes  sense  because  sanctioned by
usage.  Apparently  it was  originally
coined to describe someone who carried
a sedan chair.

More serious is the second point that
the  only  human  beings  regularly
depicted in the liturgy are men - most
notably Abraham,  Isaac  and  Jacob.
Their prominence is clearly due to their
significant roles in the Biblical record
and subsequent idealisation in rabbinic
tradition. But were their wives or other
female relatives simply invisible? Did
they not also play a significant role in
Jewish history?  Certainly that is  the
case according to the Biblical record.
Indeeditisstrikingthatonepersonwho
addressed  God  and  to  whom  God
specks directly is Rebecca (Gen 25:22-
23) which alone should warrant a role
for her in a liturgical context. In short,
whereas there are any number of male
figureswithwhomamanmightidentify
in the sense of feeling at home within
the tradition, with whom can a woman
identify? The absence of records of the
roles  and  contributions  of women
throughoutJewishhistoryhasbeenwell
addressed  by  feminist  scholarship
alongside   the   realisation   of  the
fundamental  distortion this  gives  us
about the nature of the Jewish past and
an  impoverishment  in  the  Jewish
present. Again  one may debate how
such an imbalance is to be corrected in
the prayerbook, but that the issue must
be addressed by a progressive religious
movement  must  surely  be  beyond
dispute.

The  third  and  perhaps  the  most
difficult issue  is that of the  language
used  about  God.  The term  `Lord'  is
problematicinatleasttwoways.Firstly,
it  is  only  a  substitute  for the  divine
name };od-%e%-vczv-fee¢,  which,  if it is
indeed derived from the verb hayah, to
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be, is an expression of existence. This
led Moses Mendelssohn to translate it
as    Der    Ewz.ge,     `the    Eternal',
presumably implying a philosophical
concept of a God beyond time. In the
twentieth century Martin Buber and
Franz Rosenzweig wrestling with the
same problem came up with dc/ or er,
Thou or He, implying God's intimate
presence.  But the  second problem is

Tmether Professor
Moritz likes it or

not the word `man'
has become in our
ti,me very gender
specific and no

longer  `embraces
woman', or if it

does can only do
so in a way that
reirforces the

secondary  status
Of women

that the term `Lord' is a masculine term
that belongs to a particular hierarchic
social rank. However comfortable one
may  be  with  the  term  because  of
familiarity, it nevertheless perpetuates
the association between God and male
authority  within  society.  Once  that
particular  association  has  become
evident it becomes  increasingly hard
to see the temi as neutral and something
else must be substituted. What or how
raises a further question.  Because the
more one tries to  `de-gender'  God in
this  way  the  more  difficult it  is  to
experienceapersonalrelationshipwith
the  divine.  Other temls  for God like
`king'   and   `father'   are   equally

problematic.  Why  are  they  more
acceptable than `queen' or `mother' if
gender  is  not  really  an  issue?  One
solution which  we  have  tried in the
Pilgrim  Festival book,  which  others
have  also attempted in America,  is to

use terms like  `teacher',  `creator',  or
some  divine  attribute,  that  offer  a
description of the particular quality of
God appropriate to the context - given
thatthefolm)Jod-feefe-v¢i;-feefeconceals
as much of God's nature as it reveals.
But this does not in any way diminish
the problem of translation, especially
in continuing sentences where `He' has
commonly been used.

I hope I have made it clear that with
much of Professor Moritz's linguistic
concerns I ha.ve great sympathy. The
trouble is that behind the  success  or
failure to find appropriate language
there are real issues that have to be
tackled. Dismissing the results can be
full but the problems do not go away
and some  constructive  suggestions
would be considerably more helpful.

If I I]iay add a more personal note,
what is particularly hurtful and `out of
order' is the closing remark about the
Pilgriln Festival Book. I would be the
firsttoacknowledgesomeofitsfailures
and the difficulties some, though not
all,congregationshavehadnegotiating
the  services.  The  editors  are not to
blame for the weisht of the book, and
that of the reprinted Sabbath and Daily
prayerbook,      which      was      an
administrative  failure to  inform the
printer of the correct weight of paper.
But I wonder whether Professor Moritz
has  actually  looked  at  it  beyond
seeking stylistic infelicities. The book
contains the  first  ever attempt  in  a
contemporary Jewish prayer book to
give distinct identities to the different
festivals, including that ` Cinderella' ,
the   seventh  day  of  Pesach.   The
anthologyexploresindepththethemes
of the  festivals  and  opens  up  their
dimensions       for       study       and
contemplation. The commentaries on
the  Biblical texts  similarly provide
valuable  study material.  The  daily
readings  for the  entire period  are  a
unique and unprecedented attempt to
offeraspiritualdepthtothissignificant,
if under-acknowledged in progressive
circles, period of the Jewish year. Like
its  predecessor,  tbe  High  Holyday
prayer book, it seeks to be a `froJ Z7o', a
companion to the Jewish worshipper
throughout  the  festival  periods  of
which the formal synagogue services
are only a part. If there are failures of
execution by all means let us address
them,  but  let us  remain within  the
bounds  of appropriate  intellectual
discourse .

RABBI       PROFESSOR       JONATHAN
MALGONIIT   is  the  Principal  of  the  Leo
Baeck  College,   and  co-editor  with  Rabbi
Lionel  Blue  Of  RSGB's  three  current  prayer
books.
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CentreferJewish-CbristianRehaious

Offers an
MA degree in Jewish-Christian Relations

in Cambridge
The programme is intended to deepen the knowlege and
awareness of students who already possess some background
in theology, Jewish studies, or a related field or who have
equivalentexperience.

The accessible and challenging programme includes:
•        Jewish and christian Responses to the Holocaust
•        Jewish-Christian Relations in Europe in the 20th century
•        Jewish and christian B iblical Interpretation

Research Mphil and PhD degrees also available.

> Next entry points: February` & September 2001
> Students of all ages and backgrounds welcomed.
> Some scholarships available.
> The MA is also available by distance leaning.

For  further  information,  please  contact:
Director  of  Studies,  Centre  for  Jewish-Christian  Relations
Wesley  House,  Jesus  Lane,  Cambridge  C85  8BJ
Telephone:   01223   741048/49  E-mail:   m].w48@cam.ac.uk

Website:   www.cjcr.org.uk

CALDWELL AND BRAHAM
Chartered Accountants

84 Fetter Lane
London

EC4A i EQ
Telephone: 020 7831  3481

Fax: 020 7831  3485

Auditing, Accountancy and Management services,,
personal taxation and general financial advice

Contact Brian Humphreys for further information

•Offices also at Ruislip and Dartford
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ISLAMIC RESPONSES
The f;allure Of the peace talks at Camp David and Tabah and the subsequent intcifeda
broughi real stress to Jewish Muslim dialogue in Britain. The situation was further

exacerbated by the events Of Septenber llth 2001. However, there are still contacts and
at least one dialogue group continues. MANNA iirvited three Muslim friends to share

their perspectives on September 11`h :

NEED  TO  EXPLAIN

RogerBoase

AT  ABOUT   3PM   ON   11
September,  I  was visiting the
Fulbright   Commission   to

enquire on behalf of my younger son
about  studying  in  the  USA.  "For
security reasons," I was told,  "we are
closing early." "Why?" I asked. "There
has been an accident - a plane has hit
the World Trade Centre." I immediately
suspected and dreaded that it was no
accident. An hour later,  at the British
Library, on the  Spanish news website
of EI Mundo, I saw the pictures of the
collapsing    Twin    Towers    which
everyone  around  the  world  was  to
watch again and again that evening and
in the coming days, both in real time
and  in  slow-motion,  transfixed  by
horror and a sense of unreality.

From then on I have been unable to
wipe out that memory. I wonder if this
is true of other people. No doubt each
one  of us remembers  it for different
reasons and in different ways. For me
personally,  it is hard to  say what was
more  shocking:  the  enormity  of the
crime,  the  enormity  of the  likely
consequences of a "war on terrorism"
- which is really the same thing as a
recognition of the enormity of the error
of failing to treat what happened as a
crime, not an act of war by a sovereign
state, and the enomity of the damage
that I knew had been done to the already
much maligned reputation of Islam. I
felt,  like all the Muslims I knew, that
- to use the apt turn of phrase coined
by  the  American  Muslim  Shaykh
Hamza Yusuf who  sensibly warned
President  Bush  that  it  would  be
blasphemous  to  use  the  codename
"Infinite  Justice"  - Islam  in those

suicide  attacks  had been hijacked as
an innocent victim. I became obsessed
by   the   need   to   search   for   the
explanations,  which  at the beginning
most people tended to evade,  as  if to
seek to  explain was  in  some  way to
condone.

\
6

I had already at that time suspended
my  research  into  Spanish  fifteenth-
century court poetry in order to write a
paper  on  Islam  and the  challenge  of
religious pluralism because it troubled-
me  that  in the  mind  of the  general
public,     and     to     some     extent
understandably,  Islam  had  become
associated with violence,  extremism,
and intolerance.  I say understandably
because Muslim extremists are violent
and intolerant, and in many parts of the
world  -  especially  in  Palestine,
Chechnya, and Kashmir, where people
have endured injustice, oppression, and
human  rights  abuses  -  freedom
struggles fought in the name of Islam
have become increasingly militant and
bloody. Furthermore, with the decline
of    traditional    knowledge,     the
ecunienical  aspects  of Islam are now
unfamiliar     to     many     Muslims
themselves,  even  though  they  are
clearly expressed in the Qur'an. How, I
wondered,  can we  live  in peace  and
avoid the clashes of culture predicted
by  the  prophets  of doom  unless  we
recover  the  pluralistic  vision,  or
perennial wisdom, that is at the heart
of every  spiritual  tradition?  Now  it
seemed  that  the  very  concept  of
religious pluralism was under assault.
Not only had people of many nations
and faiths died in the suicidal attacks,
including hundreds of Muslims - one
of them a distant relative of my wife -
but the  whole  world,  it  seemed,  had
become a much more dangerous place,
increasingly  interdependent,  multi-
cultural, and multi-religious, but at the
same time increasingly polarised. It no
longer seemed such a good time for a
Muslim to study in the USA.

My duty to  explain what I  saw as
the true message of Islam took on a new
urgency and, instead of publishing my
paper on Islam and religious pluralism
in an academic joumal with a limited
readership, I decided to publish a book

on the  subject,  a collection of essays
by perhaps a dozen scbolars. At first I
thought  of inviting  only  Muslims
scholars,  such  as  Martin Lings  and
Murad Hofinarm. Then I realised that,
given the nature of the project, I ought
to  invite responses  from scholars  of
different   religious    persuasions,
provided  tbat  their  approach  to
reliSous diversity could be defined as
open or pluralistic.  This is  a project
upon which I am now working.

Since  11  September 2001  I  have
become an avid reader of newspapers,
such as  The lndapendent,  espec±a]ly
tbe  courageous  Robert  Fisk,  r7ze
Chaardian, th!e Dally I:elegraph, a;nd
the Dczz7y Jcz7zg,  and I have wasted a
lot  of time  surfing  the  internet,
pickingixpitemsofnewsfromwebsites
such as Islamicity.com. I have become,
like  everyone  else,  an  expert  on
Afichanistan. Althou8h I expected the
war to last much longer, many of my
own pessimistic predictions  have
already  come trlie.  Thousands  of
innocentAlchanis,perhaps4000,have
died    as    "collateral    damage".
Thousands  of Taliban soldiers  have
beenmassacred.Despitethecampaign
codename "Unending Freedom," the
teIToristthreathasbeenusedtojustify
curtailing civil lfoerties. Thousands of
peopleintheUSAandelsewherebave
been  arrested and Held  for  many
months without trial,  often  on the
flimsiest of grolmds, such as being in
possession of a Q-ur'an or a Muslim
name. Hundreds of prisoners-of-war
who  fought in Afghanistan may be
denied their rigbts under the Geneva
convention -110 Pakistani Taliban
may even have been flown to India to
be used to stage C€incidents," such as
the "a.ttack3' on the hdian Parliament
on  13  December 2001,  to  create  a
pretext for India to  wage  war  on
Pakistan. Many mosqules, shrines, and
historic   monuments   have   been
damaged or destreyed. The US policy
of dealing with edminals by means of
air-strikes, instead of first seeking to
engage  in  diplomacy  or  in  legal
proceedings,  and its willingness  to
autborise political  assassinations,
have set a very dangerous precedent
for  nations  who  engage  in  state
terrorism, such as India, Israel,  and
Russia. It is more difficult for the US
govemlnent to restrain other nations
if and when they  launch  similar
military offensives, and without the
backingoftheusAtheuritedNations
may be inpotent to intervene.

The verse in the Qur'in that struck
me as most appropriate last September
was: "And let not hatred of any people
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lead you into the sin of deviating from
justice" (5:  8).              I    knew    that
many  of the  relatives  of those  who
had died in New York must have had
doubts about what was being done in
their name.  When  I tried to  express
my point  of view  to  two American
gentlemen  who  happened  to  be
travelling     with     me     on     the
Underground,  they told me that the
Taliban were like the Nazis and I, like
Chamberlain, was guilty of adopting
an attitude of appeasement. It seemed
to me wrong to bomb Afghanistan at
a time of drought, aggravated by UN
sanctions,  when literally millions  of
people   were    on   the    verge   of
starvation, without presenting to the
Taliban  the  alleged  evidence  of
Usama bin Laden's guilt, let alone any
proof of Taliban  complicity,  and
without engaging  in  diplomacy -
"Our  demands  are  non-negotiable."

By doing this, I thought that the USA
and Britain had lost the  moral  high
ground,  and that if the "war against
terrorism" was a war to win hearts and
minds, that war might already be lost.
The war might even create a further
sense  of outrage  and  despair  that
would result in more acts of terrorism.
Here,  I must admit, I was much too
pessimistic  because  efforts  are  now
being made  to  rebuild Afghanistan,
to  feed  the  starving,  and  to  give
women  the  right  to  work  and  be
educated,  and  there  is  an  interim
government  from which the  Pashtu
people  are not totally excluded.  But
I still wonder if all this could not have
been  achieved without a war.  Those
who were campaigning on behalf of
Afghani women seemed to think so,
such  as  the  English  lady  who  had
walked  with  me  from  Hyde  Park
Comer to Trafalgar Square to attend
a peace rally at which there were at
least 50,000  very diverse people -
not  15,000 as the police claimed.

I have become sceptical about news
reports  and  evidence that may have
been "planted" because,  as  they say,
"h war truth is the first casualty." So
nothing now surprises me - a leaned
professor even  assured me  that the
latest Afghan war was planned in the
summer  of 2001  or  earlier.  What
matters  to  me more than  ever  is  to
dispel  the  negative  stereotypes  of
Islam,  and  to  be  guided  by  truth,
justice, love and compassion .

ROGER  BOASE  was  ed#c¢fed  af  Efo7!,
Cambridge  and  Westfield  College,  London.
He  is  at  present  a  research f;ellow  at  Queen
Mary  College where  his  interests  are Muslim
Spain  and  Spanish  15`h  Century  court  poetry.
He  embraced  Islam  in  1977.
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I AM TERRIFIED

AnriraAbdin

WAS IN LONDON'S WEST END

llffi
hen my daughter  called me  on

1the mobile to tell me that a plane
has  crashed  into  the  World  Trade
Centre.  I went numb. A few minutes
later she called me again to say that the
second WTC building was collapsing,
"Mom, there is no world trade centre

anymore, Mom, the Pentagon has been
hit".

Shock  and  disbelief hit me  first.
Then horror and anger at the thought
of the number of people who had most
certainly lost their lives. I remembered
thatmysisterlivesinNewYorkandmy
brother lives in Washington DC. Frantic
calls followed and thankfully they and
their families were both well. I called
my son in Paris who was choking with
tears as 84 of his bank colleagues were
onthe96thfloorandhewasonthephone
to one of them when the line went dead
and he  saw,  on the big  screens,  the
building  collapsing.

Then came the fear. Terrorising fear.
Please God let this not be the work of
an Arab or Muslim group. I knew we
would pay a very high price if it were. I
was so afraid.

As    Palestinians,    we    always
unjustifiably suffered the consequences
of the mess  other people make. As a
result of World War 11  and what the
Europeans did to the Jews, we lost 78%
of our homeland to  Israel. After the
1967 war with Arab Countries, we lost
the remaining 220/o of Palestine. After
SaddamHusseininvadedKuwait,more
than   600,000   Pales.tinians   were
expelled from the Arab Gulf states. This
impoverished     them     and     their
dependants in the occupied West Bank

and Gaza, with all the suffering that this
entailed.

Arabs and particularly Palestinians
knowalotaboutAmerica.Manybelieve
that the US might be the best country
to  live  in,  and the majority of them
would probably do anything to get an
American residency. But we know from
recent history  that America  deals  in
double  standards.  That  Morality,
Human   Rights,   Democracy   and
Freedom  are  preserved  within  its
borders.  When  it  comes  to  foreign
policy the ugly side of capitalism seems
to  be  the  only  standard  America
preserves.Weknowabouttheiregoistic
belief  in  their  superiority  as  the
manifestationofthehistoricalprogress.
Their fundamentalist liberalism makes
them believe that for the world to catch
up  with  them  it  must  adopt  their
cultural, economic and social values.

We know about these characteristics
because  our  daily  lives  are  affected
directly by biased US policy.  That is
why I was so afraid. I was afraid for the
Palestinians, Arabs and Muslims.

My fears tuned out to be justified.
Osama  Bin  Laden  was  not  only  a
murderer,  but also  a  stupid man.  In
the main, because the WTC atrocity
gave  the  US  the most coveted prize
of         physically          controlling
Afghanistan,  the  most  strategic  and
valuable piece of land in Asia, a dream
of Britain in the past and Russia in
the not too  distant past.  His  actions
did not result in the US leaving Saudi
Arabia and its huge oil fields. Instead
they   gave   it   control   over   the
extremely valuable oil reserves of the
Caspian Sea. Now the US intends to
wage  war  against  the  beleaguered
Iraqi  people,  and  possibly  Iran  and
North Korea, the "Axis of Evil". The
US was a super power before Sep.llth.
As a result of it, the US has become
the  undisputed  ruler  of the  New
World Order. I am more afraid.

The atrocities did not get Israel out
of     the     Occupied     Palestinian
Territories.  Instead,  Israel  quickly
jumped  on  the  wagon  of the  fight
against ``terrorism". It is characterising
tfi?veepyae]:::i:ig}c;:pnast::::g?cft:#::ifs¥9:

in  order to justify  and  intensify  its
brutal  state  terrorism.  On  the  other
hand,  the  Palestinians  are  using
violence against soldiers and settlers,
and     unfortunately,     deplorable
violence against civilians. They have
been driven to such despair that they
were  left with nothing to  lose.  They
feel it necessary to give up life itself if
this helps them to achieve the liberty,

continued on next page
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freedom  and justice  they  want  and
desperately need. I am really scared.

Moderate  and  reasonable  people
on  both  sides  accept  and  recognise
that the only way to break this cycle
of unnecessary violence is to go back
to  the  negotiating  table  in  order to
reach a just solution.

As I said earlier, my fear was not
only  for  Palestinians,  but  also  for
Arabs and Muslims, and sadly these
fears  came  true  as  well.  Terrorism
became  synonymous  with  Arabs,
Islam  and  dark  skin  and  racism
flourished.

Islam    itself    became    under
suspicion. Books about Islam became
best  sellers,  and  Muslim  scholars
became  an  important  addition  to
many  a  conference  and  seminar.
Westerners  are  asking  Muslims  to
explain the difference between their
`Islam'  versus  the  `Islam'  of the

perpetrators  of  Sep.llth.  They  are
looking to Muslims to define TRUE
Islam and who speaks in its name.

Unfortunately, this is not a sign of
positive developments. It is an effort
to make sense of the events that has
left the  Western world,  particularly
the  US,  angry,  hurt,  fearful,  and
confused.

I don't believe that leaming about
Islam for this sole purpose will give
any satisfactory answers. The reasons
behind  September  11  go  far beyond
any    religious    explanations    or
understanding, Islamic or otherwise.

Interestingly,  I  do  not  recall  that
the  world  demanded to  know  what
the Torah, the Talmud and the Jewish
religion  say  about  killing  innocent
people while they are praying, when
religious Jews killed Muslims in the
Hebron  and  Jerusalem  mosques.
When  Prime  Minister  Rabin  was
assassinated, there were no demands
on  world  Jewry  to  define  what  is
TRUE Judaism and who speaks in its
name.

There     was     no     explanation
demanded    of    Christianity    nor
questions asked about who speaks for
TRUE Christianity after the horrors of
Oklahoma, or the Wako Texas events.
I am sure there never was any demand
for Christian Biblical clarifications for
the nuclear bombings  of Hiroshima
and  Nagasaki,  after  which  Japan
surrendered. There were no demands
on  Christians  to  explain  what  their
TRUE religion says about the Vietnam
War.

I  would  like  to  assert  that  had
Osama  Bin  Laden  been  Jewish,
Christian  or  Hindu,  he  would  have
found just as many quotes in Jewish,
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Christian or Hindu religious books as
he had found in the Qur'an, to justify
the horror he wanted to carry out. I am
truly terrified I

AMIRA  ABDIN  was  born  a7(d  g7.ew  I/p  I.#
Jerusalem but lefit after  1967  and has  lived in
London  for  thirty  years.  She  has  degrees  in
both The  History  Of Art  and  Islanic  Lc[w  and
has  been  heavily  involved  in  interfaith  and
Je:wish/Palestinian  dialogue  for  more  than
twelve  years.

FROM  BANGLADESH

RummanAhaed

Wi-.
en my good friend Rabbi
bny Bayfield asked me to
Trite    this    piece    for    a

symposium  in  MANNA,  I  readily
agreed. However, I did not realise then
that I would not be in the UK at the
time of writing. I am writing this from
Bangladesh where  I  am visiting my
family. This is turning out to be very
interesting  as  I  am  getting  a  very
different perspective  on  September
llth and its aftemiath from here.

From the  afternoon of September
1 lth, when I first heard and saw on TV
the tragic  events  at the World Trade
Centre, I had no doubt in my mind that
this was a seminal event. I still feel so
as  events  unfold.  Besides  the  3000
unfortunate  deaths  in USA,  amongst
which  were  hundreds  of Muslims
including scores of Bangladeshis, there
have also been casualties right across
the Muslim world. Of course, the several
thousands of innocent Afghan civilian
deaths outnumber them all. But then a
death is a death.  Especially, untimely
and unwarranted deaths. So we moum
for each and every one of them. May
God grant them eternal peace.

As  a  Muslim  I  still  find  it  very
difficult still to decipher the events. I
often wonder whether I will ever be able
to do so. In a world where four western
news  agencies  control  96%  of daily
news  information  flow,  Muslims
everywhere, and in my opinion rightly
so,  question the veracity of much of
what they read daily. And there lies the
crux of the matter. We, the Muslims,
have  become  very  sceptical  of the
narratives  emerging  out of the  west,
especially the USA.

In   Bangladesh   I   find   a   very
widespread belief that the  USA has
failed to provide any credible evidence
of any  Muslim  involvement  in  the
events.

Almost all Bangladeshis I have met
inmymonth-1ongstayherebelievethat
Muslims are at the receiving end of a
global conspiracy to crush Islam. This
belief is  all  pervasive  in  a  country
noted historically  for its very liberal
and tolerant approach to Islam. Many
western  scbolars  have  called  this

Most Muslims do
not believe that

Arabs caried out
the 11 September

a;flacks on the
Urated States ,

and most of those
asked disagreed

with the
campaign in
Afjghanistan

syncnetisticlslam,thatisnotpuritanical
or frodanentalist.

But then what has gone wrong? A
February BBC-spousored Gallup poll
ofnearly10,000Muslinresidentsfrom
ninecountriesfoundwideapreaddislike
of the United States and President Bush.
MostMuslimsdonotbelievethatArabs
carried out the  11  September attacks
on the Uhited States, and most of those
asked disagreed with the campaign in
Althanistan according to that poll.

I believe that the whole world has a
problem, in which a fifth of humanity,
1.2 billion Muslims, feel increasingly
alienated    from    the    rest.    The
communication chasm needs  to  be
bridged as  1.2 billion people  camot
just  simply be wished away  in  any
worldorder.Anyworldorderhastotake
seriously the underlying causes behind
Musliln discontent. Let us take the case
of oil. A bottle of Coca Cola or Perrier
watercostsmolethanasimilarquantity
of oil. To most Muslins this is the West
free riding on the resources of Muslim
countries. This kind of grievance can
be multiplied ad infinitum.

Tbe  current  campaign  against
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international terrorism is not cutting
much ice with the Muslim public. The
amount  of scepticism  and  cynicism
towards the West is enormous. Muslims
everywhere believe that the West has
double standards. It has one set of rules
for itself and another for others. I have
no doubt that the West also has its own
perceptions of Muslims and the Muslim
world.  The  question is how we build
bridges  between  civilisations  which,
like  galaxies,  are  fast receding  from
each other.

In an increasingly diverse world we
have to find more creative ways for co-
existencebetweenpeopleoffaiths.We,
the citizens of the world, have to ensure
that we leave behind a more equitable
and peaceful planet for our children
and grandchildren I

RUMMAN  AHMED  i.s'  a  member  a/ ffee
Sternberg  Centre  Jewish/Christian/Muslim
Dialogue   Group   and   Chairman   of   the
National  Muslim  Community  Development
Standing  Corference.

A JEWISH
RESPONSE

Andie Ne~an

8Y       WAY       O F       AN
introduction,   I  would  just
like to put the text below into

context and answer a few questions I
have been asked in response to it.

The  text  was  initially  written  in
December  of last  year -  almost  4
months  following  September  I lth,
when  I  was  finally  able  to  put  it
altogether.  It was  an e-mail I  sent to
friends and farily `back home' to tell
them, basically, what had happened to
me that day.

However,  when  thinking  about
publishing   it   in   MANNA,   Tony
Bayfield asked me to think beyond the
bounds of Zfecr/ dcz)/, and ofjust my own
experience. This request to effectively
step outside of my own subj ectivity has
been a huge pressure.  I will  squeeze
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open the can of worms just a crack and
then slam it shut again. . .

Firstly,    as    far    as    a    Jewish
contextualisation is concerned, clearly
I  was  a  Jewish  girl  gaping  at those
scenes. As soon as I connected what I
was seeing with terrorism, I connected
it with Israel. I thought, my God, this is
our fault, this is the Jews' fault.

There was no doubt in my mind that
the Palestinians were involved. Thus it
was oc/r failure to resolve o#r problems
in  Israel  which  had  caused  this.  V\fe
would never be forgiven for this. No
matter that this  was  an  attack  on  a
`Jewish  city'  - that Jews  would be

numerous on the World Trade Center
list of banker/trader/lawyer tenants. We
were responsible.

Looking   beyond   this   Jewish
dimension, what you must understand
is that,  from  over here,  it is  almost
impossible    to    access    a    world
perspective.   One  would  have  to
specifically seek it out.

What you J#c/sf understand is that,
withintheUSA,theconceptthatpeople
saw the attacks as somehow America's
own fault. . .  a direct response to their
policies abroad. . . a wake up call. . . not
entirely undeserved...  is quite simply
ABSENT from and FOREIGN to the
public  discourse."Lots of Brits have been suggesting
that there is a direct connection between
the attack and American foreign policy
and some have been implying that it
was, in a sense, America's own fault -if
you exploit the third world, prop up
rotten regimes like the Saudi's, this is
what happens. You say something very
positive about Americans towards the
end - is this a fair analysis  or simply
anti-Americanjealousy?",Tonysays...

These ideas I've heard in Britainjust
do not find a voice here, as far as I can
see. And they are not easy for me to
hear.  Because  I  was  here  that  day.
Because I am still here now.

That  said,  I have  certainly found
myself becoming increasingly critical,
sickened,  FRUSTRATED  with  the
sheer narrowness  (blindness?)  of the
American perspective - so urmuanced,
so    misguided,    so    ignorant,    so
reckless...  The  staunch  refusal  to
acknowledge the victims of "America's
New War"  (CNN  daily  programme
title).

But I  am  speaking now  from  six
months  on  -  enough  distance  for
analysis.  When you read on,  kindly
clear your mind of all this commentary
and open your heart to the sheer human
horror. The text was not written from
within  a  Jewish  framework;  it was
written without a political agenda. . .

There is so much to catch up on that
I hardly know where to begin.  There
are  many reasons  I  haven't written
anything except just "I'm OK"  since
September 11  - busyness and laziness
included.  But at first the main reason

There was no doubt in
ray ryind that the
Palestihians were

inwoived. Tlous it was
ONI f;dilure to resoive

our problems in Israel
which had caused

this. Twe would never
be f iorgiven f tor this.
No matter that this
was an attack on a
`]owish ctty' -that

Jews would be
ri,unerous on the

Tmorld Trade Center
list Of banker/trader/
lavyer tenants. VIe
were responsible

was  definitely  a  fear  of  writing
anything         at         all         -         of
MISREPRESENTING   what   was
happening - to me, to this  city, in the
world.

Also I had a real horror of analysis
around that time. Judging by the whiffs
I     was     getting,     the     European
commentaries seemed to me to be too
detached too  fast.  America was  still
reeling and I felt very strongly that the
world    should    pause    (including
America, of course) and silently absorb
whathadhappenedbeforeanonslaught
of response, analysis; a surplus of words
inevitably took over.

But now I want to write about what
happened. Even if it is too late. Even if
it has all been said or all goes without
saying.

Following a week in London I flew
back to New York on September 9th. I
was refreshed and ready for the next
stage of my adventure and with a big

continued on next page
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challenge ahead of me at work having
just committed to staying another year
on  the  understanding  that  my  role
would evolve into more of a trading/
sales capacity.

Two days later I'm back in the office.
78th floor of the Empire State Building.
9.15aln-onlyafewpeoplehavearrived
for the day as many don't come in until
9.30am. "Someone says a plane has hit
one of the twin towers". An accident.
Of course a terrible accident. A phone
call from a friend's Mum in London:
"Yes,  I'm fine. No  idea what's  going

on." Five minutes go by. "I don't want
to hang about up here", someone says.
Why  are  they  saying  that?  Just  an
accident in  another building nothing
to  do  with us.  Just being up  high  is
being vulnerable, I suppose. Five more
minutes go by. An announcement over
the tanoy  from building  security to
please evacuate the building. No reason
given.   Just   please   evacuate   the
building: "All elevators are working".

Waiting for the elevator, someone in
another office -  south facing whereas
ours faces uptown away from the WTC
-  saw a second plane hit and the first
had raised its wing and whistled past
our windows. Fiction. Gossip.  I don't
believe any of the stories.

Giggling  ride  down  in  a  packed
elevator. Someone had said to take my
bag - you never know if the building
may  close  for the  whole  day.  In the
lobby  I  lost track  of almost  all  my
colleagues.  Outside  on the  street is  a
crowd but  still no explanation.  From
the foot of the Empire State Building I
can only see some smoke downtown. I
say goodbye to  remaining colleagues
and  decide  to  head  home  since  the
building is  confirmed  closed  for the
day.  Goody, no more work.  School is
closed because of snow. Cross the road,
look down Fifth Avenue and appear to
have  stepped into  a parallel universe.
A   Hollywood   reality   where   the
two pillars of Manhattan strength have
been  decapitated.  their  throats  have
been  slit  and smoke  pours  out  the
gaping wounds. The towers are on fire.
I'm too  far away to  see  or imagine
people inside. Those buildings always
looked so closed -as if they were solid
-withwindowswhichreflectedthelight
in such a way that seemed to deny an
interior. So it had always been hard to
picture people inside. But of course I
knew there  were people in those top
floors.  I've   seen   "The   Towering
Inferno"  so  I know  they  must  be
terrified.

Looking for an explanation my own
mind offers nothing but a blank. Two
planes  is  not  an  accident.  Just then
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someone walking past offers the word
terrorism. That's enough.

Alternately I'm looking down at the
towers burning -  trying  to  feel  the
people   inside   -   waiting   for   the
helicopter firemen to come and put out
the fire, - then up at the Empire State -
waiting for the next plane to come and
slice it open at 78  and wondering if I
should  be  standing  so  close,  then
around at the people on Fifth Avenue -
mostly frozen and staring  at what is
obviously not reality but a sickjoke or
an   elaborate   Hollywood   stunt   -
punching  at  their  mobile  phones
probably  not  even  sure  whom  they
should call maybe just someone else to
verify they are not hallucinating. "I'm
standing  on  Fifth Avenue.  It's  like  a
movie. I can't believe what I'm looking
at.  It's the most incredible thing I've
ever seen." hcredible: IN -CREDIBLE.
Could not be credited with being real,
with being true.

That's what it is. A film. A film ofthe
end of the  civilised world. New York
on fire. Manhattan burning down.

Not knowing  what  one  does  in  a
situation where life bas become a movie
and anything could happen in the next
plot-twist. And knowing that whatever
I  did  do  next  would  inevitably  be
inappropriate  and repeat  on me  like
indigestion for several years to come -
inextricably  linked  as  it  was  to  the
sight which preceded it which I knew I
would  never  ever  forget.  I  went
swimming.  I watched myself do this
from the future and knew I was being
mad and would be judged and would
find myselfjustifying the move exactly

as I'm doing now. But I simply did not
know what to do next. I knew the pool
would be empty this time of day.

I got off the island and went back to
Brooklyn. I was  incredibly lucky to
make it. The subways must have shut
down right after - I was probably on the
last train out. All bridges and turmels
were  closed  off.  Manhattan  can't
nave been so quintessentially an island
for decades -since before those bridges
were built perhaps. I felt like Indiana
Jones  as  I  fled with  all  the  escape
hatches slamming shut behind me.

h the subwa.y a guy about my age
gaped at me with moon eyes as he told
me he'djust seen a tower fall down.

The lifegunds were by the pool
watching the second tower fall on TV. I
heard them say it and kept swimming
laps.

By  this  time  the  subways   in
Brooklyn were closed and I stumbled
home. Sort of dllmk and perhaps never
havingfeltmorealoneinmywholelife.
From this side of the river the scenes
wereofpcopleliningipatphoneboxes
because the mobile pbone circuits had
beenoverloadedandnolongerworked,
people Iimning wailing towards  each
other frantic if they couldn't locate
someone.  Crying  and  comforting.
Peopleoutsidetheirbouseswithradios
like I was in goddamned Churchillian
Britain or something.  Outside  their
houses because they- thoucht someone
walking past could explain to them
whattheywerekeaing.

A kid of about 5 years old runs up to
me - actually rims after me once I've
already walked past bin and halfway
down the street. He stops me because
he IIAS to tell me that toad people are
flying planes into buildings  in the
city".Thosewerefiisexactwords.Who
knows what images he had connected
to   his  words.  But  that  was   the
INFORMAIIONhehadtotellme-just
in case I hadn'tbeen INFORRED. I had
to know what was going on and maybe
I was the only person he had had the
chance to break his scoop to. What a
scoop. Perhaps I ruined this for him
when I patted his head and said I knew
- meaning to empathise with his horror
rather than burst his bubble.

From there we could all look across
the river and see the city on fire. Just
black smcke. Manhattan was burning
doun.

By then, I don't have a clue how or
fromwhere,Ihadaleadyheard"2more
planes"...  "3  more planes"  "6 planes
unaccounted for"..."the Pentagon hit".
Note: America WAS under attack. War
HAD  been  declared  (BusL  did  not
declare war). Were they going to drop
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bombs  on Brooklyn next?
To keep a level of focus and calm I

chanted in my head that "I must get
home. I must call Mum and Dad". And
I'm almost there -safety? -when an old
lady stops me. She's desperate, frantic
and sweating with a heavy shopping
cart, has been walking and walking."
"Where's  the  social  security  office?

Please help me find it.  I know it's on

A hid Of about 5
years old runs up to

me - actually runs
Ofter me once I've

already walked past
him and halftyay

down the street. He
stops me because
he RES to tell me

that "bad people are
foying planes into

buldings in the
city " . Those were his

exact words. TTho
knows what images
he had cormected to

his words
Siegel  Street and the man told me to
walk in that direction and then someone
told me I was going the wrong way and
I 've been walking and walking." (How
is it that THIS occurrence would be the
most surreal part of the day for me??) I
first carry the cat across the street and
thenwalkheracross.pointingheralong
Siegel Street, not at all sure she'll find
what she's looking for. But I must get
home. I must call England.

I suppose I must stop this blow-by-
blow. I could go on and on with the rest
of the day which flows into those that
followed but I have to stop somewhere.
As you know I  couldn't  call home  -
couldn't speak to  anyone until quite
late that evening and my roommates
were trapped in Manhattan until they
walked back across the bridge late that
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evening too. So I watched CNN, silently
begging  them  to understand  -  for
someone to understand, for there to be
authority and control and someone who
knew what to do and put things in an
order I was used to.

I'm  not  going  to  say  anytbing
about the war because I  don't know
enough. As far as the response of New
Yorkers and Americans is concerned,
it  is both true  and  clich6  to  say that
the attacks have brought out the best
in New York and America. Heroism,
community,  generosity,  empathy,
strength. A unifying patriotism which
is based both on nothing - a random
flag, colours,  songs, totally empty and
centreless  traditions  -  and which  is
also  based  on  something very real  -
the  freedom  and  human  rights  and
liberalism and generosity and heroism
and strength that America really does
undeniably stand for and believe  in,
no  matter how misguided you may
feel it often is.

No doubt the attacks also brought
out the worst of America - namely a
relentless  commercialism  or cashing
in. T-shirts with the slogan "I survived
September  llth",  millions  of stars,
gazillions    of   stripes,    patriotic
merchandising of all shapes and forms,
infomercials  for  the  star  spangled
banner     sung     by     midgets     in
cheerleading uniforms ..... Also the fear
of Arab-Americans:  a  yellow  cab-
driver with signs all over his car saying
"I'm a Sikh. God bless America. United

we stand." But, as ever, it is easier to
criticise than praise and being here as
a  foreigner  has  been  ambivalent
enough around  this  time  without
further detaching myself.

I  would  say  I  was  significantly
disorientated and lost for a good month
/ month and a half. Isolated and mute.
Finally I was able to put some of this
together when my Dad came to visit.
(a witness?). And then a trip home in
November was  a breath of fresh  air
although I probably came back more
confused  than  ever  about  certain
things having heard all the  different
opinions from people over there and
me not quite knowing if I belonged
here or not. I have had many dreams
of being  attacked by  terrorists  and
often with me screaming in protest that
"I  don't  even  BELONG  here.   I

shouldn't  even be  here.  I'm  not  an
American  and  shouldn't  be  under
attack" ..... hmmmm .... doesn't take Dr.
Freud to figure that one out ....

So that's that I suppose. As I said, to
champion a grand platitude, life goes
on. However,  although  I'm  not  an
American, not a New Yorker - (thank

goodness because if I was I would be
sure to have known someone inside or
someone  who  knew  someone  or...I
didn't. This is NOT my city. I shiver at
the  thought  of this  happening  in
London .... ) -I do love New York. I'm
not sure what I mean but I feel it very
strongly  and  feel  what  it  is  to  lose
those  buildings.  The  south  pole  of
Manhattan without which the island
falls off into the river rather than rising
majestically   from   it.   I   can   no
longer look  at  the  buildings  purely
with joy and the  silhouetted  skyline
with ecstasy as before. I prefer not to
look.

Nevertheless,  as  other  friends
of mine say who are also not natives,
it  is  hard  to  imagine  ever  leaving
now1
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suicide" by blowing his head to pieces
erasing his dental records and setting
fire to his hideaway. Finally there are
the  $10  million  that  mysteriously
found its way into Menem's account in
Switzerland shortly after the  formal
inquiries  into  the AMIA  explosion
commenced. The present President was
Menem's side kick and he is not free of
suspicion     of     involvement     in
underworld  dealings  including  drug
trafficking.

Among the middle class, the mood
today is different to the  1970s when
over 30,000 young people who could
have been today's leaders disappeared
and  many  hundreds  of thousands
escaped  to  Europe  and  Israel.  The
press is freer and less prone to auto-
censure,   and   this   class   is   now
recognising the part it has played in
the     unfolding     tragedy     of    a
deteriorating  nation.  The  cocky
attitude  has  gone,  and  many  have
given  up  the  fight and want to  go.
Beautiful  cities  and  sunshine  no
longer have  a hold  on them.  Those
with  Spanish,  Italian,  French,  even
Polish  ancestry are  forming  orderly
queues as taught by the British. They
wait for days  in the  searing heat to
obtain forms to apply for citizenship
and  are  leaving their grandparents'
shattered  dreams  behind.  They  are
scared. They have seen the hunger and
the scavenging going on where those
with nothing  left  at  all  are  pouring
into the city in the evenings when the
rubbish is put  out and  are  carefully
pulling the bags of waste open to find
food  and recyclable  material.  These
entire families of destitute people are
hungry and getting angrier by the day.
They  have  also  been  seen  by  the
middle   classes   for   too   long   as
"cabecita negras",  the black headed

ones, and remind us that we are not in
comfortable Europe as we, the more
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The Jewish
population is not as .
lucky as the rest Of
the "middle class''.
The Sofdrdim came
over a century ago
from Syria, Egypt,
Lebanon and even
Manchester. They
have no embassies

to resort to who
would accept them.

The Ashkenazim
either have nothing
loft as it was buried

in Belarus or are
being turned away

by the Polish
Embassy who
maintain their
grandparents``gave up" their

nationality by
foeeing persecution

privileged class, like to pretend.
The  Jewish population  is  not  as

lucky as the rest of the "middle class".
The Sefardim came over a century ago
from Syria, Egypt, Lebanon and even
Manchester. They have no embassies
to resort to who would accept them.
The Ashkenazim either have nothing

left as it was buried in Belarus or are
being  turned  away  by  the  Polish
Embassy    who    maintain    their
grandparents    "gave    up"    their
nationality  by  fleeing  persecution.
The British Embassy is no better. My
sisters  are  British and were brought
up  in  south  Manchester.  When we
inquired at the  British Embassy we
were told by our Consulate that my
nephews  age  20  or  over  are  not
eligible  to  move  to  the  UK  if only
their mother was British. Women such
a short time ago did not have the same
rights as men. When pressed, the staff
there effectively told us to go away,
that Britain does not want Argentines
thank you.  Grandchildren  of Italian
immigrants are thus able to come to
the  UK  and have  the  rights  of any
European, but my sisters' children do
not.

Canada,  as  usual,  has  openly
invited those interested in making the
difficult  decision  to  leave  friends
family  and  property  behind.  They
already know such people are sure to
become  very  useful  members  of
society.  There  are  young  adults
prepared to move to Israel, which is
where  the  community  has  been  as
active as British Jewry, but for many
families it is just too much to consider
more  fear  and  danger.  Argentinean
Jews  have  spent the  last ten years
living with concrete barriers outside
every    synagogue    and    school,
covering up traces of their religion.

For  ten  years  the  Government
maintained parity between the peso
and the  dollar,  in  spite  of growing
recession           and          deepening
unemployment  brought  on  by  an
artificially  high  currency.  People
transferred their savings  into  dollars
and  somehow  the  majority  of the
savers  did not perceive the negative

cont:ironed on next page
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slide in the money supply throughout
2001, until the Goverrment panicked
and put a block on all accounts. This
criminal act by a desperate regime has
been  accompanied by their  decision
to  translate  all  these  accounts  into
pesos at a fixed conversion rate already
less than half of the present bank rate.

My  father believed as  did many
others  in  the  international  banking
system and when his income dried up
last year with the increasing recession
he  made  the  decision  to  bring  his
remaining disposable income into the
Bank of Boston in Buenos Aires when
others more informed were going the
other way.  His  overseas  dollars  took
longer than  a week to  complete  the
electronic  transaction  effectively
crossing the River Plate, which was yet
another criminal act on the part of the
Bank. Fortunately this played into my
fathers hands as they could not explain
why  the  money  failed  to  enter  in
November when it would have been
locked  in.  I  managed  to  use  this
information to  extract his  funds  and
turn them back into dollars during my
recent  visit,  but  only  after  spending
two weeks pestering his local branch
manager on a daily basis.  There is a
daily distressing spectacle of crowds
in and outside the bank in the heat of
the  high  summer,  elderly  and  ill  all
looking shocked and bewildered at the
loss of their own money that so many
were  relying  on.  The  semi-private
medical services have, in most cases,
collapsed,  especially  those  linked to
unions and goverrment. Every day the
government produces  reams  of new
laws  ostensibly  looking  for ways  to
ease the pain for the most vulnerable.
The ever-present IMF keep on smiling
and saying the country just has to take

The peacoful
``caserolaso"

protests where
communities come
together banging
their saucepans
are moving and
passionate with
ordinary people

making a huge din
with their

harmless utensils
outside the courts
and government
buildings. But

there is no
dialogue besides

that in the loft
wing press

Police closing in on the protesters in the heart Of the Capital.
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the bitter medicine or else there is no
cure. The nation has been shamed in a
very public way.

The great losses of the  1970s have
left the  country without honest  and
credible  opposition.  The  peaceful
"caserolaso"       protests       where

communities  come together banging
their  saucepans  are  moving  and
passionafevffiordinarypeoplemaking
a huge din with their harmless utensils
outside the  courts  and government
buildings.  But there is  no  dialogue
besides that in the left wing press. The
Catholic  Church  are  astoundingly
submissive and appear to support the
present unelected regime. The Jewish
community leadership is non-existent.
Our European leplesentatives  simply
protest at the anger directed at their
companies which had acquired all the
nationaltreasuresatlmockdownprices,
courtesy ofMenem3 in the last decade.
With little availatle filnds, the people
have to pay their bills to  companies
whicL   demafld   their   money   at
intemationd rates.

I left Buenos Aires with a heavy
heart. My father may have his dollars
back but they will not last for long.
Mymother,suffingfromAlzheiner's,
requires constant care as her disease
progresses. The protests are peaceful
as far as they are allowed to be, but
they are growing and becoming more
organised. My sisters are trying to cope
but  it  is  Lard  when  there  is  no
movement and thus no income. Little
vision  is  being  provided  by  the
leadersLip  of the  country  or  the
communities. Argentines  feel  tbey
have only themselves to blame,  for
tuning a blind eye so many times in
the     past,      allowing     military
dicta,torships to  destroy their future
and rob the country. The emails that
circulatejokeaboutthefomercountry
once known as Argentina. And yet, in
spite  of all that should have  been
leaned, my sister said of the violent
response by the police on the night of
a peaceful nationwide demonstration,
the same chilling words they used to
say before - "Well there must have
been those who  were  asking  for  it
because they were surely provoking
the police reaction". Some people just
never lean I
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L!a:1?hys:mchaTs::oap:oe:teTah:n:g:o::
Any thoughts that I may have about
the Movement tend to be expressed in
generalities. But it is impossible to live
in  London  and  not  come  into  any
contact  with  its  adherents  or  its
activities.  Most of us will have some
thoughts  about  what  has  become
probably the fastest-growing section of
the Jewish community in this country,
and  perhaps  even  worldwide.  That
alone prompts us to consider Lubavich
Jews  and their approach to  Judaism.
Here are some of the emotions they call
forth in me.

S                       I  greatly  admire  their  outreach
programme.  They  consider  each  and
every Jew a potential member of their
Movement and attempt in an open and
undisguised way to bring them closer.
It is this that separates them from other
hasidic  groups,  which  tend  to  be
content with growth from   high birth
rates.

Theivorkthatisbeingdonebytheir
drugs    help-line    is    also    to    be
commended.  They  have  identified  a
problem  and,  unlike  many  Jewish
organisations,  that have buried their
heads in the sand hoping the problem
will go away with an  `in any event it
couldn't possibly apply to Jewish kids,
could it?'  attitude,  they have tried to
do something about it.
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I also respect the Lubavich for not
being  embarrassed to put up  a giant
7"e72orczfe  on  Hanukkah  in prominent
places or - along with feas'z.dz.7# generally
- to appear in public in their outlandish
gear,  and  for having  given  me  the
confidence not to be embarrassed about
it either - not, I hasten to add, that I
want to  dress  like  them,  other than
perhaps on Purim.

I am also envious of Habad's ability
to  attract  publicity  and  also  to
produce  material  of  a  very  high
standard,  both  of which  require

human   and   financial   resources
seemingly  beyond  the  scope  of the
Reform Movement.

I  am  more  equivocal  about  their
work     in     combating     Christian
missionaries. I acknowledge that they
have taken up a front line position in
the  fight against Jews  for Jesus  and
other such  organisations.  But I  can't
help  feeling that this  is because they
understand    the    tactics    of   the
missionaries  so  well, using the  same
tactics   themselves   in   their   own
outreach work.

I  then  have  to  ask  myself this
question. Am I accepting ofLubavich
missionising  among  my  members,
particularly the younger ones? Or is it
only okay for them to  do their work
among those who are unaffiliated - who
are,  if you like,  fair game?  I  am also
ambivalent  about their fund raising
approach, which while very successful,
appears to me to be lacking in integrity,
in that they have no  compunction in
taking money from Jews whose Jewish
affiliation  they  would  refuse  to
recognise.  I  have  even  less  time  for
those  who  give  them money in  such
situations.

My negative feelings are threefold.
I have antipathy to the way in which,
some few years ago, they tried to put
out of business a Jewish trader in the
area in which I live.  That was totally

contirmed on next page
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inconsistent with the Jewish teachings
they  declare they  espouse.  Similarly,
their  uninhibited  courting  of the
Russian Government to have  one  of
their  rabbis  in  Russia  appointed  as
Chief Rabbi, against the wishes of all
the non-Lubavich Jews  was  another
example  of the  toughness under the
warm, welcoming exterior. Like many
others  I  found  it  inexplicable  and
mildly  amusing  that  they  could  so
venerate their Rebbe that some of them
could deny his death and others declare
him to be the Messiah. It should be said
that the importance of the rebbe applies
in all hasidic movements, but that was
taking  it to  a previously unheard of
extent.

Mymildamusementhasnowtumed
into something different as a result of
reading "The Rebbe, the Messiah and
the Scandal of Orthodox Indiference".
It  was  published  last  year  by  the
Littman Library of Jewish Civilization,
a highly regarded publishing house
[ISBN  1-874774-88-9].  The  author,
David   Berger,   received  rabbinic
ordination from Yeshiva University in
NewYork and is Professor of History at
Brooklyn College  and the  Graduate
Center of the City University of New
York.  He has  also  served as Visiting
Professor of Jewish History at Yeshiva
University, Harvard and Yale, and is an
award winning author. He was one of
those  named  recently  as  a  possible
successor to Rabbi Norman Lamm, the
President of Yeshiva University, when
he retires,  another name touted being
that of Rabbi Professor Jonathan Sacks.
I  give  you this  detail to  demonstrate
the credentials of the book.

The claims of the book's author are
shattering.  He  produces  significant
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It has become quite
common within

Lubavich shals f;or
the recitation Of

words which
translate into

English as  `May
our Master,

Teacher, and Rabbi,
the King Messiah,
live for ever' , as a
formal part Of the
services. Indeed it
is used to conclude
the Service on Yom
Kippur after the

pfor¢se  `Adonai Hu
HaElohim - Zlfee
Lord, He is God'

quantitiesofevidenceforinsistingthat
a  large  number,  almost  certainly  a
substantial  majority,  of Lubavich
feczs'z.dz.773  believe  that  the  last  Rebbe,
Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson,
who  died  on  12th June  1994,  is  the
Messiah.   In  so   doing  they  have
abandoned  one  of Judaism's  core
beliefs in favour of the doctrine of a
second coming. It must be understood
that this is quintessentially a Christian
belief. Either it is correct, in which case
Christians are entitled to be regarded
as  Jews,  with  Jesus  as  an  earlier
claimant to the messianic position. Or
it  is  wrong,  in  which  case  those
Lubavich  feczsz.cJz.77t  who  believe  the

dead Rebbe is the Messiah have put
themselves outside Judaism.

Perhapsinleaponse{othisdifficulty,
a new claim arose from the Lubavich.
The Rebbe did flot actiially die. It was
all an illusion. It w-as a test for his
followers. Rabbi Berger comments:
``Ilie sttmning apeed with which `this

belief has apleadg in the absence of a
scintilla of er;7idence, sbould capture
the affention of all historians who have
struggled to explain and reconstruct
the den-elopmenf of the early Christian
beliefintheresirmedonandtheempty
tomb." It has become quite common
withinLcharich±IIIsfortherecitation
of words iFhich translate into English
as`MayotHhfaster,Teacher,andRabbi,
the King Messiah,live for ever', as a
forlnal part ofthe serrices. hdeed it is
used to conclude the Service on Yon
Kippur alfier the phrase  `j4dojeczz. Hc/
Hdilohim-TbeLold3HeisGod'.

It does not eEd there.  There  are
sizeable elemeEts within Lubavich,
including man:5T or-those responsible
for   the   edrication   of  the   next
generation, i+-bo Ea:ve gone  further.
Tliey acttrally ascribe to the Rebbe
divinity. A Ierised version  of the
slogan,  which replaces  the  word
`Rabbi' with the i+-old `Creator'  has

beguntobeilsedAphofographofthe
Rebbe is prominently I)laced on the
wall of the shut, so that those praying
are bowing to bin Articles in official
LubavicL  journals  include   such
descriptions as the Rebbe is in charge
"of all that happens  in the  world.
Without his agreement no event can
takeplace.Ifitishiswi]l,hecanbring
aboutanything....hbintheHolyOne
Blessed be He rests in all His force ...
so that this becomes his entire essence."
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Also  the  Rebbe  is  the  "Essence  and
Being  of God  enclosed  in  a  body,
omniscient  and  omnipotent."  The
author of that article  emphasises that
these  are  "neither wild exaggerations
nor poetic  parables"  and  concludes,
"So who is our God? ... The Rebbe, the

King Messiah. That's who."
The  second  aspect  of the  book

highlights  the,  for  the  most  part,
inexplicable   silence   of  official
Orthodox bodies. As a result of David
Berger's  pushing  and  coaxing,  the
Rabbinical  Assembly  of America
issued  a  resolution  stating:  J77  ffee
light  of  disturbing  developments
which  have  recently  arisen  in  the
Jewish  community,  the  Rabbinical
Council  of America  in  convention
assembled declares  that there is not
and  never   has   been   a  place  in
Judaism fior the beliof that Mashiach
ben  David will  begin  his  Messianic
mission  only  to  experience  death,
burial   and   resurrection   before
co772p/efz.#g  i.Z.   Among  the  ultra-
Orthodox,  Rabbi Elazar Shach, head
of the  Satmar hasidim is reported to
have told his followers not to eat meat
slaughtered  by  Lubavich  sfeocfe 'fz.7#
and  is  credited  with  saying that the
closest   religion   to    Judaism   is
Lubavich.  Rabbi  Shmuel  Weinberg,
former   head    of   a   );es%z.vczfe    in
Baltimore told a student rather to pray
alone  than  in  a  Habad  Synagogue,
because  "they  pray  to  a  different
deity". But the vast majority of ultra-
Orthodox  Rabbis  and  organisations
have  appeared  to  be  unsympathetic
to  David  Berger's  urgings,  in  the
many letters he has written to them,
and from which he quotes  at length
in his  book.
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Mainstream orthodoxy - including
in this country - appoints followers of
the  Rebbe  to  important  positions
within the  community.  By extending
this   recognition,   asserts   Berger,
OrthodoxJewryhasrepealedadefining
element not only of the messianic faith
but  of the  Jewish religion  itself.  He
writes,  "The  classical messianic  faith
of Judaism  is  dying.  Most  orthodox
Jews may  still adhere to  it,  but their
willingness  to  grant  full  rabbinical,
institutional,  educational  and  ritual
recognition to people who proclaim the
messiahship  of a dead rabbi  conveys
the  inescapable  message  that  such  a
proclamation  does  not  contradict  an

essential Jewish belief." He  is wholly
outspoken  in  his  criticisms  of the
establishment.        ``Anyone       who
recognises the authority of messianist
rabbis  and of rabbinic  courts headed
by them causes  an  alien belief to be
entwined into the communal structure
of Judaism, ensures the utter smashing
of a central, millenium-old argument
against  the  Christian  mission,  and
effects  a deformation of the  Jewish
religion  -  perhaps  without  hope  of
correction - with regard to a matter that
cuts to the very core."

Bergerdoeshaveashortfinalchapter
in which he sets out what must be done,
but he clearly sees little chance of this
happening.  He concludes,  ``In spite of
everything,  I  continue  to  cling  to  a
slender thread of hope that it is not too
late, that the patient can be revived, that
Judaism's  criteria  for identifying the
Messiah can still be rescued from the
brink of extinction. This hope may well
prove illusory.  If so, then let this book
serve as  a eulogy;  an obituary,  and an
epitaph.„

I  can only hope that his book will
prove to be more than that. That it will
become a rallying cry to all who wish
to retain normative Judaism and not
allow it to become  an  alien religion.
But ..... my local Jewish paper, the Essex
Jewish News, wanting a review of the
book   turned   to    several    United
Synagogue  rabbis,  none  of whom
wanted to know I

RABBI MAURICE NICHAELS I.s' £fee jtczbbz.
of  the   South  West   Essex  and  Settlement
Ref;orm  Synagogue  and  Chair  of  Governors
at  Clore  Tikva  School.  In  a  `previous  life'
he was  Chair  of RSGB  and Of the  Leo  Baeck
College,     where     he     currently     teaches
Practical  Rabbinics.
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ivl%NINIA
ESSAY

MAYBAUM'S MESSAGE
Nicholas de Lunge, reader in Rabbinics at Canbridge and a gradeate Of Leo Baeck

College,hasjustpublishedT.gpazM:z[froanm::.APLeaided,Ne:wYbrkandOxf;ord,BerghaJun
Books 2001 pp224 £17.99 ISBN.1571813225 Maybaum is one Of the key figures in the

developmatOfthetheologyOfBritishreformoverthelast60years.MAn+NAaskedJds
student and disciple, Don Ma:rm:ur, to take the opportunity provided by this new pubtication

to contribute a re-evahation Of Maybaun's work.

DowMarmur

|£¥A¥7th#=VI¥:y=Awft¥r:dss#TL?[e¥
went to Berlin, where his uncle was a
rabbi,tostudyattheHoc%scfe#Je.Upon
ordination,  he  served  two  small
congregations    in    the    German
provinces. Around the time the Nazis
came to power, he returned to Berlin to
be  one  of the  community's  spiritual
leaders.

Maybaum and his family came to
Britain  only  months  before  the
outbreak  of World War 11. After  a
difficult decade as a refugee rabbi in
London, he became the Minister of the
Edgware    and   District    Reform
Synagogue.     It     was     a     small
congregation when he went there.  It
was a major one when he retired in the
early 1960s.

BeforecomingtoBritainMaybaum
had published two  books.  Here  he
wroteanotherten.HetaughiattheLeo
Baeck College from its  inception in
1956  until  his  death  in  1976.  In
addition to the impact he had on his
congregants, it was his influence on a
generation of rabbis  in Britain for
which he will be best remembered. It
is,  therefore,  appropriate  that  Zlfee
jze¢dershouldbepublishedinaseries
co-sponsored  by  the  Leo  Baeck
College.

Between  1959  and  1962,  as  a

student at the College, I worked at the
Edgware    and   Destrict   Reform
Synagogue.  In addition to my duties
in  the  Religion  School,  I  became
something  of  an  amanuensis  to
Maybaum and a frequent guest in his
home. Much of what my wife and I
learnt  about how to  be  a rabbinic
family  came  from  observing  the
Maybaums.  We'  deem  it  a  unique
privilege to have been their friends.
Ignaz Maybaum has had a profound
and lasting influence on me as a Jew
and as a rabbi.

When Rabbi Maybaum was away
from his congregation, I was allowed
to conduct Services and preach. Since
much of what I knew about Judaism in
general and preaching in particular I
learnt    from    my    mentor,    the
congregation was usually treated to
simplified, sometimes crude, versions
of Maybaun's theology.

What I had to say was surprisingly
well  received.  Though my English
was at that time more linited than his,
many congregants told me that they
wished  their  rabbi  could  explain
Judaism the way I did it. I knew that
the  compliments  were  ill  deserved
and I felt bad about getting them. But
I was proud to be regarded a disciple.
It took me many years to develop a
preaching style of my own, yet when
I published a book of sermons some
ten years  after Maybaum's  death, I
dedicated  it  to   his   memory   in
gratitude  for having "taught me to
speck my mind."

Soon after my ordination in 1962
and around the time of Maybaum's
retirement, remembering the positive
comments I had received in Edgware,
I asked bin if I could do a Reader, a
selection of his writings for popular
use. He was vehemently opposed. The
possibility that the nuances  Of his
thoughtwouldbelostandthatpeople
would make of his ideas what they
wanted horrified him.  Perhaps  the
possibility that my views - which by
then came to diverge from his - would
colour my selection was also a factor.
I dropped the project.

I am glad I did.  For Nicholas  de
Lange has  done  a much better job.
First, because he is a superb stylist,
as evidenced by his own writings and
his  many  translations  of modern
Hebrew literature.

Second, because he is a much more
ruthless  editor than I would have
been. De Lange writes in the Preface:
"I have taken it upon myself to edit
the  excerpts,  in  some  cases  fairly
radically. . . I have tailored them to suit
their new setting. I have omitted some
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sentences, paragraphs and even whole
pages...  I  have  also  revised  the
language  in  many  places,  since
although     Maybaum     was     an
impressive orator he never mastered
the  intricacies.of English  style"
a.vii).

When the  classics  of European
literature  were  first published  in
Yiddish,  occasionally the translator
would state that the work had been
/czrfczz.£c%€    wbich     means     both"Germanized"  and  "translated"  a/73

/czrz)eStserf and  improved.  Under  de
Lange's  editorship  Maybaum has
been  farenglisht  un  farbessert
linglicized and improved.

The third reason why I am glad
that   de   Lange   has   edited   this
collection of excerpts is because he
has   assiduously,   and   probably
prudently,     avoided     including
passages that would be  deemed too
controversial. I don't think I would
have been sufficiently sensitive to do
the same.

I hope, however, that it is not lack
of sensitivity that prompts  me to
mention here  some  of the issues  on
which I believe Maybaum erred. Like
Sigmund Freud -  a fellow Viennese
Jew  about  whom  Maybaum  has
written much -  even when he was
wrong about specifics, he was right
about  essentials. Yet,  the  specifies
cannot be ignored.  Let me mention
but two.

Maybaum believed that Orthodox
Judaism would largely disappear as a
result of the Holocaust, because the
centres  of Orthodoxy  in  Eastern
Europe had been  destroyed by the
Nazis. He was not alone in this. The
first Prime Minister of Israel, David
Ben Gurion, thought the same  and,
therefore, arranged for the exemption
of full-time Yeshiva students in Israel
to  serve  in the Israeli army. Unlike
Maybaum, he wanted to preserve the
remnant of the East European Jewry
as  he  remembered  it.   But  like
Maybaum,  Ben  Gurion  and many
others  saw  no  future  for  Jewish
Orthodoxyinthemodemworld.Both
Maybaun's Progressive Judaism and
Ben Gurion's Zionism saw themselves
as the rightful successors.

It did not turn out like that.  The
revival of Orthodoxy is  a reality of
contemporary Jewish life. In 1950 it
may   have   been   reasonable   to
proclaim its  demise  or worry about
its future. Half a century later, there is
much to suggest that, not least in its
more  extreme  forms,   Orthodox
Judaism has  become  an important
element in Jewish life everywhere.
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Maybaum would have regretted
that,  for he  saw in East European
Orthodoxy,  unlike the Westernized
modern version he  encountered in
Germany,  especially the movement
associated  with  Samson  Raphael
Hirsch, a relic from the Middle Ages,
which Jewry had to get rid of in order
to enter fully into the modem age and
play its  rightful part in it.  Jewish
emancipation was for Maybaum also
emancipation from its Orthodox past.

In a valiant effort to "defend" God
in the face of the Holocaust - which
he  called  cfectrz7¢7e,  a  term  used  in
Jewish tradition for the destruction of
both the First and the Second Temple,
whereof more below - he believed
that  the  tragedy  would  lead  to
progress.     As     after     previous
destructions, God would not let down
the   people   of  Israel.   Not   that
Maybaum    suggested    that    the
Holocaust  was  the  price  worth
paying, but he taught that, despite the
devastation,  something  good would
comeofitinthewaymuchgoodcame
after  the  destruction  of the  two
Temples. And that good would be the
release  from medieval  Judaism  as

epitomized   by   East   European
Orthodoxy.

Despite        the        courageous
theological  argument,  many   of
Maybaum's critics have found his line
ofthoughttotallyunacceptable.They
seem to prefer the many attempts by
so-called Holocaust theologians  to
offer new interpretations - or, at least,
to  keep  silent  in the  face  of the
unspeakable.  To  see  something
positive   in  what   followed   the
destruction of European Jewry seems
scandalous,   even  to  tbose  who
recognize the sequence of events that
led  from  tLe  Holocaust  to   the
establishment of the State of Israel.

De Lange offers a spirited defense
of    Maybaum's    position.     By
describing the Holocaust as c72"7.Z7cz72,
Maybaum wanted to view it in the
context  of the  whole  of Jewish
history and from the perspective of
German  JewryL  De  Lange  writes:"Althougb Maybaum spent half his
life meditating on this tragic  and
cataclysmic disaster in the story of
German Jewry which was  also his
own story; in a sense what he was
doing was to  fit  into pre-existing
structures rather than reacting to the
events as to some new discovery, as
some  other IIolocaust theologians
have done".

It is possible that, in the fullness
of time, Maybaum's position may be
the most cogent one, but, as long as
there are East European Holocaust
survivors, the notion of even hinting
atprogressbeeauseofthedestruction
of  tbeir  communities,   and  the
Ortbodoxy they remember,  seems
almost offensive. There may be good
reasons for foHorring in the footsteps
of the Bibfical Prophets and insisting
that  "catastropbe  is  the result  of
human failure", but it is well nigh
ilnpossible to bear it when you are a
victim of the catastrophe.

A  second reason that makes  it
difficult  for  us  today  to  accept
Maybaum's teachings is his belief in
the bourgeois life style as manifest in
the Jewish family. Though, de Lange
assures us, he was no male chauvinist
- something I  saw myself in his
relationship to his wife and daughter
Alisa, who has contributed a moving
tribute to her father, included in the
book under review -stating that "the
Sabbath candles are lit by the J&dy o/
ffee  fao#se  (italics  added)"  a.3)  is
difficult for the contemporary reader.

But   mucb   more   difficult   is
Maybaun's notion of the patriarchal
family,  steeped in Western culture,
leading  a fairly privatized life  and
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keeping its  distance  from the  state.
Though the  aversion to  the  state is
understood by  today's  generation,
Maybaum's  profile  of the  Jewish
family is  not.  Exposure to Western
culture,  which  he  so  praised,  has
changed the  nature  of the  Jewish
family. Today, few children sit around
the parents'  table - the altar of the
Jewish sanctuary that is the home - in
blissful hamiony. Many families are
"blended,"  others  have  only  one

parent, others again have two parents
of the  same  sex.  Relatively few  of
Maybaum's  readers  will recognize
themselves  in  his  description  of
Jewish  priestly  existence,  say  on
Shabbat when mother lights candles
and father makes Kz.dd#Sfe and when
the family is together in both body
and spirit.

His understanding  of the  family
made him see the state as its enemy.
Any  state - including the  Jewish
state.  Though  he  witnessed  the
establishment  of the  State  of Israel
and,  some  years  before  his  death,
visited  it,  he  failed  to   see  the
significance  of the  achievement  of
Zionism  beyond  the  fact  that  it
provided a shelter for homeless and
displaced Jews. He supported Israel,
he wrote, because he supported Jews
everywhere. However, he refused to
see Zionism in the context of Jewish
history and Jewish theology.  In this
he  came to  differ with  almost  all
Jewish thinkers of his generation.

Once  again,  de  Lange  offers  a
cogent explanation when he suggests
that Maybaun's writings on Zionism
and Israel "set out his conviction that
there are  eternal Jewish values that
are  more  readily  embodied  in the
stable  family life  of the bourgeois
ZtczczJ feczz7cz};I.zfe, Lead of his household,
than in the fervour of the pioneer the
cfeczJc££z,  even  if the  latter's  Jewish
spirit  enables  him  to  avoid  the
inhumanity  often  associated with
worldreformers".

As Israel is beginning to  look at
itself    from     a     "post-Zionist"
perspective,  Maybaum's  thinking
may become more relevant,  at least
ill the circles of progressive Judaism.
So  far,  however,  the  tendency  has
been in the  opposite  direction with
non-Orthodox Judaism  choosing to
drastically     "re-interpret"     the
traditional  Jewish  family  -  for
example,  by  affirming  same-sex
marriages and altemative lifestyles -
while   sharing  the   conventional
notions of the centrality of Israel in
Jewish  life  and  the  primacy  of
Zionism in Jewish thought.
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statehood, but he may have had to find
different arguments.

Even if Maybaum was wrong on
some  issues,  he  was  nevertheless
wholly right on many others. That is
why  he   deserves  to  be   studied
carefully.  The  A4lczj;bczc/773  jteczder
makes his thought accessible, despite
the   difficult   language   and  the
intricate  allusions,  especially  to
German philosophy.  Let me try to
justify this assertion by following de
Lange's  division  of Maybaum's
writings into four major rubrics:  (1)
Judaism  in  the  modern  age,  (2)
trialogue between Jew, Christian and
Muslim;  (3)  the  third  cfe#7.Z7a!73;  (4)
Zion.

Though Maybaum's prediction
that Orthodox Judaism was about to
disappear has not happened, he seems
to have been accurate in asserting that
modern Judaism had gone beyond
Jewish law (H¢Joc%czfe), as understood
by   Ortbodoxy.   Though,   in   his
criticism of the Orthodox rabbinate,
he may have  seemed at times  anti-
halachic  -  which  in  no  way  was
reflected  in  his  own  practices  -
modem Judaism as  such, he taught,
is  post-halachic.  j7¢Jcrcfecz%,  at  least
as     interpreted     in     the     once
authoritative  Jewish codes,  belongs
to the Middle Ages; it is incompatible
with modem Judaism.  In our time,
even  the  proponents  of Orthodox
Judaism  urge  their  adherents  to
c%oose  a halachic way  of life;  it is
not a given as it was in former times.

But the priestly calling of the Jew
remains.   The   modern   Jew,   in
Maybaum's     language,     is     "a
wandering  priest"  who  "wanders
without the  sword"  a.40).  He  does
not belong in the  state.  Maybaum
perceived  Jewish  wanderings,  of
which he himself had his fair share -
Austria,  Germany,  Britain -  as  "a
pilgrimage  of faith," without ritual
constraints  and in  contrast to  the
Greek, pagan, wanderings of antiquity
which he saw as " mission to spread
culture and civilization" a.41 ). Post-
medieval Jewry is to be a witness to
faith in the pursuit of justice which,
when  deprived  of the  power  to
enforce  it  (including HczJczc%czfe),  "is
the  essence  of the  messianic  era"
(p.43).  Modernity  gives  Jews  the
opportunity to come closer to that era,
not by settling them in Israel but by
finding  them  in  all  lands  where
freedomprevails.

HczJczchcz%, by contrast, keeps Jews
in the  ghetto;  their wanderings  are
very restricted and highly controlled:
"With the slogan the `Torah is Jewish
law' the Orthodox rabbi changes our
Jewish monotheistic community into
a monolithic  organisation,  and the
Torah itself is changed into a political
ideology.   The  Torah  viewed  as
`Jewish law' becomes what the flag
of the state is to the citizen soldier.
He must not desert the flag; right or
wrong, its command has to be obeyed.
The Torah become `Jewish law' robs
the  `citizens  of Yavneh'  of their
freedom, and makes them a mute part
of a totalitarian system" to.60). Even
if some,  or many  Jews,  prefer to
express   themselves  within  this
system, it remains incompatible with
what  modernity  has  brought  to
Judaism. Not to take advantage of the
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gifts that are now ours is to squander
our  patrimony  by  caving  in  to
medieval ways.

Though    few    exponents     of
contemporary Progressive  Judaism
cite Maybaum, they often act in line
with his  analysis.  The insistence  on
autonomy - particularly reflected in
the decisions of the American Reform
movement  and  articulated  by  its
most  eminent  exponent,  Eugene
Borowitz -is of the same ilk. So is the
critique of politics and the reluctance
by most non-Orthodox Jews to settle
in  Israel.  The  decisions  taken  by
Reform,    Liberal,    Progressive,
Reconstructionist,                    even
Conservative, rabbis in different parts
of the world are often consciously in
breach  of halachic  norms  but  are
justified  as  serving  the  needs  and
aspirations  of contemporary Jews.
Those  who  have  been  Maybaum's
students  have  been  strengthened in
their actions by his understanding of
what it means to be a liberal Jew, and
a liberal rabbi, in our time.

Maybaum's  understanding  of
Judaism's  daughter  religions  is
connected to  his  understanding  of
modem Judaism: "The word of God
become a written document, a book -
this is Islam. The word of God become
`flesh', a church, a civilisation -this
is  Christianity.  The  word  of God
spoken  by  man  to  man  -  this  is
Judaism"  a.61).  Judaism as law,  in
Maybaum's scheme of things, is the
result of Islamic influence.  Judaism
as politics and statehood is the result
of  Christian  influence.  Modern
Judaism gives us  an  opportunity to
return to authentic priestly existence
that, leaning ffom the visions of the
prophets,  becomes,  once  again,
messianic.  That  is  the  challenge
before us as Jews today.

Like so many exponents of modem
Judaism,  Maybaum tried to  break
down  barriers  between  the  three
monotheistic faiths while at the same
time  delineate  clear  boundaries
between  them.  The  £4kedczfe,  the
account  of the  binding  of Isaac  in
Ge73es'z.s  22,   offered  him  an  apt
illustration of the difference between
Judaism and Christianity: "A Jewish
theology,  faithful to the  content of
the Hebrew Bible, can see no reference
to  deicide  either in the  `Servant  of
God' texts in the Book of Isaiah or in
Genesis 22 which tells mankind that
Isaac   was   not   sacrificed,   and
proclaims the message of love uniting
father and son. Jew and Christian are
both witnesses to  God:  for the  Jew
there  is  rejoicing  that Isaac  is  not
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sacrificed,  while  Christianity is the
triumphant  faith that  a  sacrificed
Isaac bestows the glory of redemption
on mankind" ®.96).

Whereas  Maybaum  focused  the
difference  between  Judaism  and
Christianity  on  their  respective
understanding of the 4faedczfe, he saw
the difference between Judaism and
Islam  crystallized  around  their
respective  understanding  of The
Book:  "The  Muslims  have  a  `holy
book; the Jews  do not.  The term in
Jewish tradition is not `holy book but
`holy books'." And the myth of the

dual Torah (written and oral) with its
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emphasis   on   interpretation,   as
developed    by    the     Pharisees,
prevented "the Torah ffom shrinking
into mere books" to.115). The Jewish
emphasis  on  exposition  has  made
Judaism hospitable to new ideas and
new 1.ealities,  including modernity.
Islam  seems  so  far  to  have  been
incapable of such adaptation.

The tensions in the Islamic world
today     bear     out     Maybaum's
contention. Nevertheless,  he would
insist,  "Western Man,  calling  his
civilization Judeo-Christian,  is  still
in    need     of    discovering    the
contribution of Islam" to.68). For "in
the dialogue between Jew, Christian
and Muslim a new search for God can
come to life" a.99). Acutely aware of
the dangers of modemity, not only its

blessings,  Maybaum wrote that "all
three  monotheistic  religions  must
unite to combat the dark age which
threatens  our  civilisation"  a.114).
After September 11, 2001 these words
have gained a new poignancy and an
added relevance.

As  indicated above, unlike  other
Holocaust theologians, Maybaum did
not     believe     that     Auschwitz
proclained the dawn of a dark age.
On the contrary. For him, Auschwitz
was an indictment against the Middle
Ages.  With  the  Holocaust  "the
medieval  chapter of Europe  closed
and    the    democratic    age    was
established"  ®.87).  For Maybaum,
the   HaftaraL   text   read   in   the
Synagogue on two separate Sabbaths
every year suggests that the this latest
chzf7.bcz7z we can the Holocaust is only
an episode in our history;  it is  not
unique and,  tberefore,  it is by no
means the end: "For a small moment I
forsooE you, but with vast love I will
bring you back. In a little wrath, for a
moment, I hid My face from you; but
with kindness everlasting I will take
you back in love - said the Lord your
Redeemer" (Js'¢jcz/z 54:7-8).

Maybaum explains: `6We too, must
regard the years 1939-1945, the years
of  tribulation,  persecution   and
martyrdom as `a small moment' . We
too,  must see  God,  as  the  prophet
does, as merciful, in spite of Hitler, in
spite of the concentration camps, in
spite  of the  six  million  Jewish
martyrs. We must see our c%#7.Z)¢73 as
the prophet sees the first cfez{rbcz7£, as
` a little iimath'. The first cfrz{7~Z7cz73, the

destruction of Jerusalem at the hand
of  Nebucbadnezzar,  the  second
c7zzfrba7z, the desinlction of Jerusalem
in the year 70 b}r Rome, and the third
c%afrdcr7z, the dest"ction suffered by
Jewry in the years  1933-1945, these
catastropbe-s are `a small moment, `a
little wrath', measured against the
etemal 1o+-e T+-hicb  God showers  on
his people" to.164).

Even when, contrary to Maybaum,
we  are  not able  to  find  anything
positive  in tke Holocaust,  we may
nevertheless learn from him to see it
in the context of Jewish history as a
whole and to find hope when others
can only see despair. By placing the
Holocaust within this  larger frame,
Maybaum's is a message of hope and
promise.  The way survivors rebuilt
their lives and recreated communities,
in Israel  and in other parts  of the
world, suggests that they might have
agreed with him, had they heard of
him.

Unlike  other so-called Holocaust
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theologians, Maybaum's /occ/s for his
hope  is  not Israel but - Progressive
Judaism. Jewish Orthodoxy is a throw-
back to the Middle Ages. Progressive
Judaism, on the other hand, is Judaism
of the future, Judaism made possible
because of the Holocaust:  "The East
European Jews perished, murdered by
Hitler. We are the loyal executors of
their will when we teach and preach a
progressive Judaism which is able to
renew the Judaism of our prophets and
classical rabbis" to.173).

Most  exponents  of Progressive
Judaism,  however,  would  insist  that
they  can  only  act  as  such  executors
in the  context of the  State  of Israel.
Neither         theologically         nor
institutionally is Progressive Judaism
able to address the issues of the day
without   close   links   with,    and
deepening roots in, the State of Israel.
As much as non-Orthodox Jews have
reason to be critical of Israel, both in
its intemal and external politics, the
overwhelming  majority  of them
recognize that divorcing themselves
from  Israel,  seeking  to  separate
Zionism from Judaism, spells suicide
for Progressive Judaism, as it does for
Judaism as a whole. It is precisely the
fusion    of   the    two    modernist
movements  in  Judaism,  Progressive
Judaism and Zionism,  which stands
the   best   chance   of  vindicating
Maybaum's  vision  of progress  after
the Holocaust.

Maybaum's  critique  is  relevant
when, for example, he wams against
turning   the   state   into   an   idol,
especially  when  zealots  hold  the
balance  of power.  The  4kedcrfe  at
Mount Moriah assures us that human
sacrifice is abhorrent to God. Hence
Judaism's  rejection  of Christianity,
which glories in the sacrifice of Jesus
at Golgotha. And hence this waming:
"If   Jewish   zealots    succeed   in

converting  our  youth  to  a  political
idealism which glories in tragedy and
sacrifice, a movement will start which
will lead from Moriah to Massada, and
from Massada the signpost points to
Golgotha. . ."  ®.83).

If    Orthodoxy    threatens     to
"Islamize"  Judaism,  Zionism  may
"Christianize"  it.  As  critics  of both

Judaism's  daughter-religions,  we
must retain the messianic vision at all
cost.  We  are  in  Israel  to  respond to
both  dangers  -  the  danger  of the
excesses of Islamized Orthodoxy and
the     danger     of     Christianized
nationalism.  "Neither  church  nor
caliphate should be a blueprint for a
Jewish state" ®.134).

Hence this waming: "The State of
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Israel must not be allowed to create a
type  of Jew  who  is  predominantly
shaped by the influences issuing from
the state. A Jew shaped by the state is
a Jewish gentile" to.211). That is why
Israel and Diaspora must be two sides
of the same coin: "The State of Israel
is  not  outside,  but  part  of,  the
Diaspora"  (p.212)  and "a  `promised
land'  is  not  a national territory but
the land which `God will show' us, in
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Israel and in the Diaspora" to.134).
Having  dared to  suggest,  in  the

beginning  of this  review,  where
Maybaum may have "gone wrong," I
have  attempted  to  point  areas  in
which Maybaum may have been very
right. Current events suggest that his
time may yet come. As a preeminent
exponent  of liberal  Judaism  his
message to see contemporary Judaism
in a larger context must be heeded.

(1) Despite the current flight into
Orthodoxy, there is much to suggest
that the future of Judaism depends on
it being  able to  embrace  modemity
and  "post-modernity."  The  future
cannot  recreate  the  past,  however
much religious zealots and romantic
fellow-travellers may dream about it.
Only by afflrming the  opportunities
that Jewish life has afforded us after
the  Holocaust  can  we  construct  a
future for our people and a renewal of
our faith.  Progressive Judaism, with

its openness to the world of today, has
a critical role to play.

(2) Only by breaking down barriers
between   the   three   monotheistic
religions while, at the same time, re-
fomiulating clear boundaries between
them, can the testimony of faith in the
One  God  be  made  known  in  the
modem world through each of them.
In the face of secular indifference and
popular retreat into paganism, so much
evident  in the  Western world today,
those who know that God speaks must
articulate the message in its different
dimensions, respecting each other yet
respectfully differing from each other.
Judaism must be an active partner in
this enterprise and Progressive Judaism
has  the  most  experience  and  the
greatest commitment to lead the way.

(3)  Though the Holocaust remains
the  defining  event  of contemporary
Jewish history, it must not be allowed
to replace that which came before and
that which must  come  after.  Unlike
many  exponents  of contemporary
Orthodoxy  vye  must  not  ignore  the
Holocaust orzblame  it on this  or that
manifestation of Judaism.  Unlike our
Muslim  and,. particularly,  Christian
partners in dialogue we must not allow
them  to  "universalize,"  and  thus
obfuscate, the tragedy that is uniquely
Jewish. But, al the same tine, we must
not  allow  the  pain  to  paralyze  us.
Instead, we.must affim the present and
the future, as  our ancestors did when
they faced similar tragedies.

(4)   Finally,    even   those   who
recognize     the     bond     between
Progressive  Judaism  and  Zionism
cannot  be  blind  to  the  dangers  of
nationalism     deteriorating     into
fanaticism that seeks to obliterate the
vision in the service of the expedient.
Though     committed     to     Israel,
Progressive Judaism, like all authentic
religious  movements,  must  act  as  a
corrective to  state power and urge its
exponents  to  exercise  it,  in  Irving
Greenberg's memorable phrase, "with
the memory of powerlessness."

Z7ze Jzearder offers  concerned Jews
an opp6rtunity,  not only to  acquaint
themselveswithanoriginalthinkerwho
has helped to shape Reform Judaism in
Britain,   but   also   to   rethink  the
fundamental issues of Jewish existence
today.  We  have  every  reason  to  be
grateful  to  Nicholas  de  Lange  for
having afforded us that opportunity I

RABBI   DOW   MARMUR   wczs   bor#   I.J!
Poland,  educated  in  Sweden  and  Britain  and
served  pulpits  in  London  and  Toronto.  The
author  Of  a  number  Of  important  books,  he
now  divides  his  time  between  Israel,  Canada
and  Britain.
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I
WHEN SIDNEY

SWITCHED ON THE LIGHT
ASKED I WOULD HAVE SAID
had known  Sidney  Brichto  for
vcr thirty  years.  After  reading

`Ritual  Slaughter'  I realised I did not

know him at all. As an avid reader of
novels, the autobiography as a geure is
not one that usually keeps me reading
into the small hours. This book and its
fascinating   insights   into   Sidney
Brichto did just that.

I found it difficult to reconcile the
Sidney  I  thought  I  knew  with  thi
Sidney   to    whom   I    was    being
introduced. A picture kept coming into
my mind of the suave and sophisticated
young rabbi, dressed in the trendiest of
70's gear, dancing, as if to the manner
born,  with  his  attractive  wife,  at
synagogue dimer dances.  Little  did I
know then that the teenage Sidney was
mortified  by  his  skinny  body,  with
what he thought was  a big nose and
large ears and embarrassed by his lack
of ability  on the  dance  floor and his
poor prowess with the opposite sex. He
made   me   realise   how   often   we
mistakenly assume supreme confidence
in our fellow human beings.

I  regret not knowing  before  all  I
know now about the man. I would have
liked him all the more and would have
felt, when I was a young and unsure
wife of a rabbinic student, so much more
relaxed in his presence.

The extreme orthodoxy of Sidney's
background was another huge surprise.
Not because I had always known bin
to be a Progressive Jew - after all I had
made that same journey myself - but
because the kind of orthodoxy adhered
to  by  his  family  was   something
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ON SHABBAT
Linda B ayfield

Ritual  Slaughter Z7}; Sz.c77eey Brz.cfefo

(Sinclalr-Stevenson)  London,  2001.
ppl70  £14.99  ISBN  0-9540476-1-3

unknown to me in my childhood and
he left it to become the head of the most
left wing section of our community -
Executive  Director  of the Union  of
Liberal & Progressive Synagogues. If I
had  ever  been  asked  to  guess  the
professionofSidney'sfather,as%ochef,
a ritual slaughterer, would never have
occured to me.

Whilst always realising that Sidney
was  academically  extremely  able,  it
was also a jolt to realise that this man
inhaled knowledge and ideas from his
earliest youth. The book never boasts
of its author's academic achievements.
But the fact that at 14 years old Sidney
embarked  on  reading  all  the  books
named  in  a  volume  entitled  `The
Hundred    Greatest    Books'     and
journeyed through the great writers of
Greece and Rome to the modem day,
says it all.  The great literature  of the
world is such a part of Sidney that he
can call upon a wealth of examples to
illustrate  beautifully  the  points  he
makes throughout his own book.

Maybe  it was  this  great  love  for
secular literature  that partly  explains
this Orthodox teenager's departure from

the family's position. He wanted to note
a line of Euripides for future reference
but it was  Shabbat.  Notwithstanding,
he  underlined the  quotation.  When
there was no thunderbolt from above,
he tried switching the light on and off.
At that moment his world and the future
of Liberal  Judaism  in this  country
changed.   Interestingly,   his   elder
brother, Chanan, who was a role model
for the young Brichto  in every way,
suggested the programme of reading as
a remedy for boredom and was also an
example to bin of what it meant to be a
Progre ssive Jew.

One  of my  favourite  chapters  is
entitled `God in my house'. It explains
the youthful Sidney's relationship with
the deity and his regret that at the age
of three he had greeted a divine vision
with a scream and frightened it away
thereby  denying  himself forever  a
destiny  akin  to  that  of the  Biblical
Samuel.

Whether or not Sidney Brichto is a
person known to you, you cannot help
but  enjoy this  witty,  erudite  tale  of
growing  up  in  the  States  in  the
aftemiath of World War  1 1.  It works
on many levels: dealing with the pain
of adolescence, the cameo of the shtetl
like  family  existence,  the  tension
between   the    attraction    of   the
traditional   and  the  modern,   the
humour inherent throughout and the
universal  truths   underlying  this
deeply personal story I

LINDA BAYFIELD rece#r/y ref!.7.ed/row ffee
Headship   of  Akj.va  School,   Britain's  first
progressive  Jewish  day  school.
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AlexandraWright

I SUPPOSE IF YOU TAKE A NUN
and a rabbi, plonk them in a small
village somewhere in Norfolk, not a

million miles from the Shrine of Our
Lady of walsingham, there is bound to
be  trouble.  That  was  where    Sister
Margaret  Shepherd,  Director  of the
Council for Christians and Jews, and I
found  ourselves  for two  days  at the
begirmingoflastAugust.Neverhaving
visited Walsingham, I begged Margaret
to let us make a brief visit. No, she said,
I've been there, done it, and got the T-
shirt.  We're not going there. And that
was the very beginning of a moving
journey   of  remembrance   and   a
pilgrimage of faith.

The journey began  some  fifteen
years before, just after I was ordained
and  had  started  work  as  a  rabbi.  I
received a letter from a congregant
who   lived   in   a   tiny   village   in
Nor folk,      who      retained      her
associations   with   her   Judaism
through  her  membership  with  the
synagogue.  We  wrote to  each  other
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intermittently for the next six years.
They  were  extraordinary  letters
about her past - she was now in her
seventies - her desire to know more
about  Judaism,  her  faith  which
sustained  her  through  illness  and
tragedy, and eventually, letters which
charted her final illness and dictated
the  liturgy  of her  own  memorial
service.  Always  her  letters  were
accompanied  by  small,  but  utterly
beautiful postcards of her paintings.
She  was  a  consummate  artist  who
captured the swiftly changing moods
of the Norfolk landscape,  its  gentle
contours  and  its  wide,  open  and
sweeping sky.  In  1992,  she wrote to
say  that  her  daughter  had  died  of
cancer. I had a sudden longing to see
her and so on a very cold December
day, I drove to Norfolk. As she opened
the door to embrace me, I felt that I
had  known  her  all  my  life,  though
we had never met until that moment.
Two  things  stand  out  from  that  all
too brief visit. Across the courtyard

from the long, low-built stone house
in  which  she  lived,  was  another
building - what must have been the
stable  block  once  upon  a  time.
Upstairs  was  her  studio.  It  was
crammed  with  canvasses,  paintings
she had completed and work she was
undertaking  for  exhibitions  locally
and   in   London.   There   was   an
extraordinary joy and poignancy in
some of ber paintings, in the colour,
in the strokes of the brush, in her rich
interpretation  of a  landscape  or  a
bowl  of  flowers  -  foxgloves  or
peonies picked from her own garden.
That  afternoon,  I  also  met  her
husband, a former scientific adviser
to the government during World War
Two,  a  celebrated  zoologist  and
public  figure.  By  his  own  rather
defiant   report,   he   was   also   a
confirmed  atheist.  There  were  few
pleasantries as I sat in the presence
of this famous man. He wanted to get
straight to the point:  did I  or  did  I
not believe there was an afterlife? I
no longer remember what I said. I do
remember that this great man, author
of a  book  chillingly  called  "Star
Wars in a Nuclear. World", who had
done  so  mucb  in his  lifetime,  and
who, I leant subsequently, had often
given his wife a hard time over her
loyalty to Judaism and to her faith,
appeared  to   me   as   though   the
contemplation of Lis own mortality,
had stirred some flickering of doubt
that all might not indeed  end with
the grave. He died just three months
after my visit. But the question did
not  disappear.  Sometime  later  I
received  a telephone  call  from  his
biographer  wanting  to  know  the
content  of our  conversation  that
December afternoon.  Did he or did
he  not  believe  in  an  afterlife?  It
seemed so  important.  To this  day,  I
wish  I  had asked him what he  had
meant by asking the question in the
first place.  Do  you ask this  kind of
question  if you have  absolutely  no
belief in such a thing? Or do you ask
it because there is some hope, some
tiny flame of faith that you want to
be fanned?

My  correspondence  ended  with
Joan's death in March last year. Like
her daughter, she too died of cancer.
She  had  requested  that  I  travel  to
Nor folk  to  conduct  her  funeral
together with  Rabbi  Melinda  Carr,
who  at  that  time  was  looking  after
the small progressive community in
Norwich.   Some  weeks  after  the
funeral, I went up again -this time to
jointly  lead  a  thanksgiving  service
in  her  memory.  Our  `friendship',  a
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friendship that had existed primarily
through  our  letters,  had  lasted  for
fourteen years. And though I felt sad
at the time of her death, my concern
for her remaining  family,  for those
who  had  depended  on  her  -  the
children of her daughter, her son, her
companion of over forty years,  left
little   time   to   mourn   for   that
friendship.

When  Margaret  and  I   found
ourselves  in the  very village  where
she had lived, outside her house just
over   a   year   later,    it   was   no
coincidence. We re-traced the steps I
had  taken  over  a  year  before,  and
longer.  Her  house  had  been  let  to
some people  from London we were
told  by  the  gardener.  Across  the
courtyard,  lay the  studio,  the  doors
to the building wide operi. A friendly
electrician  and  his  mate  took  us
inside. Gingerly, guiltily, for we were
trespassers, I took Margaret upstairs
and  into  the  studio.  Everything  lay
as it had on that day nine years before
when Joan had taken me herself to
show  me  her  paintings.  Her  work
covered the walls and the easels. The
empty bottles of rose water were full
of paintbrushes.  The  light  flooded
into the room, and I knew that I was
in  some  sense,  in  her  presence  -
everywhere  was  her  beauty,  her
graciousness, her perceptive eye, and
her  extraordinary  gift  to  translate
that  perception  into  art.   I  truly
mourned  for  her,  but  also  basked
somehow in her light.  So much was
lost  with  her,  but  so  much  too,
remained.

Our journey  did  not  end  there.
Directed by the  gardener,  we  found
our way to  the home  of her former
companion.  Again  her  paintings
adorned  every  wall  of the  room,
presents  and  legacies  to  a  faithful
friend.  From  this  little  village,  the
birthplace      of      Lord      Nelson
coincidentally, we drove to the nearby
market town to  seek out Joan's  son.
And  as  we  were  welcomed  and  sat
down   to   lunch,   Paul   -    sitting
perilously between a nun and a rabbi
-  turned  to  me  and  out  of the  blue
asked, just as his father had some nine
years  before:  "Do  you believe  in  an
afterlife?"   I   glanced   across   at
Margaret, the trace of a knowing smile
on  her  lips.  Easy  for  her  I  thought
somewhat   enviously  -   everyone
knows  that  Christians  put  emphasis
on  life  beyond  the  grave.  Where
would I start with Judaism?

The Bible, I thought. A good place
to look. But there is no mention of a
world beyond this one. Where does it
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say that Abraham's soul was delivered
to  God  and  exists  in  eternal  life?
Nowhere. He dies at a good old age,
an  old man  and full  of years  and  is
gathered to his people (Genesis 25.8).
Moses  and Joshua go the way of all
the  earth and does not David  say of
the child born to him by Bathsheba,
after the infant's death:  "Can I bring
him  back  again?  I  shall  go  to  him,
but  he  will  not  return  to  me"  (2
Samuel   12.23).  We  are,   says  the
woman of Tekoa to David, like water
spilt on the ground which cannot be
gathered up (2 Samuel 4.14). And Job
who   might   have   derived   some
comfort  from  a  faith  in  a  world  to
come describes his days like a thread
that runs  out:  "My  days  are  swifter
than a weaver's shuttle, and come to

their  end  without  hope."  What  lies
beyond  the  grave  is  Sheol,  a  dark
underworld,  a  "land  of gloom  and
deep darkness, of chaos, where light
is  like  darkness"  (Job  14.21).  "As
waters  fall  from  a lake,  and a river
wastes away and dries up, so mortals
lie down and do not rise again; until
the heavens are no more, they will not
awake or be roused out of their sleep"
(14.11-12).

Paul  sat,  awaiting  my  answer
expectantly.  The Bible was  yielding
no answers. Ah -there was one verse I
recalled from Daniel. It came to mind
triumphantly:  "Many  of those  who
sleep  in  the  dust  of the  earth  shall
awake,  some to  everlasting life,  and
some  to  reproaches  and  everlasting
abhorrence..."   (Daniel   12.2).   It
suggested a belief in hell for sinners
as  well,  but  it  could  match  the
Christian assurance of an afterlife. I
hesitated, it was a verse that was often
taken in classical rabbinic Judaism to
underline a belief in the resurrection
of the dead. Did this chap want to hear
about  the  resurrection  of the  dead?
To  be  sure,  I  knew  my  classical
rabbinic material on the matter - that
we would die, but rise again with the
coming of the Messiah.  How, when,
where  -  all  this  was  speculative  for
the ancient rabbis, but hardly a good
lunch`time  conversation  between  a
Reform Rabbi and a secular Jew.

I moved into the Middle Ages and
thought about Maimonides who had
subscribed        to        the        whole
eschatological   drama   -   Elijah,
Messiah,  resurrection and the world
to  come. At what point had Judaism
adopted a belief in an afterlife?  For
certainly the Rabbis, though not very
systematic in the way they expounded
their theology, expressed a profound
faith in life beyond the grave, God's
hand,  asks one midrash,  and not the
dead?  No,  is  the  answer,  for  the
righteous even after their death may
be  called  living.  "I  am  the  Eternal
One,  faithful  to  give  reward"  says
another commentary. And what is that
reward? It is the life of the world to
come.  Are  the  living  alone  in  the
world to come? A favourite saying of
the  celebrated  third  century  scholar
Rav  went  like  this:   `The  world  to
come  is  not  like  this  world.  In  the
world to come there is neither eating
nor  drinking;  no  procreation  of
children or business transactions- no
envy  or  hatred  or  rivalry;  but  the
righteous sit enthroned, their crowns
on their heads,  and bask in the light
of   the   Divine   Presence"   (T.B.
Berachot  17a).
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Again I stared across at the worldly
face  of my  host.  There  was  both
longing and scepticism written on it.
A4:z.dr¢sfe was not goihg to  do here.  I
cast  about  further  into  the  liturgy.
Here was greater possibility. I thought
of the funeral service which quotes a
famous statement given in the name
of R.  Jacob:  "This  world  is  like  a
corridor before  the  world to  come.
Prepare yourself in the corridor that
you may  enter into  the  hall"  (Avot
4.21)  and the repeated references to
eternal 1±£e - 1 'hachayot metim . CC¥ou
are  faithful  to  renew  life  beyond
death," v '#e 'e7„¢# ¢#czfe. Now, when
I  thought  about  it,  a  belief in  the
world to  come  echoed like  a refrain
throughout the entire liturgy. From the
daily prayer to  the  religious  poetry
of Yon Kippur in  Judah  Ha-Levi's
expression  of the  essential  paradox
of life and death: 8 'rocfe 'kz. 7#z.in 'chcz
7„ofz. v 'chczjrycz)/ - "When far from You,
I die though still in life. But if I cling
to You I live, even if I die." The final
testament and will of Nathan Marcus
Adler,  chief rabbi  of the  British
Empire from  1844-1890  summed up
the  faith  of pious  Jews:  "Hereafter,
when your heart ceases to  beat and
your  flesh  faileth,  there  will  abide
forever the soul that is spirit of God's
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spirit,  your eternal portion that will
live forever, that will be satisfied with
the  fullness  of joy  in  the  Lord's
presence . . :' (Ethical Wills -A Modern
Jewz.sfe rreas'cfry, ed. Jack Riemer and
Nathaniel Stampfer, page 47).

In that moment of waiting to give
my  answer,  I had to  ask myself the
question - do I believe in an afterlife?
And if I do, then do I subscribe to the
ancient  language  and  imagery  of
rabbinic  7„z.drczsfe?  what did it mean
to enter the great hall of the world to
come? And how would we be satisfied
with the fullness of joy in the Lord's
presence. In the weeks that followed
September  11,  I  faced  a  terrible
question  about those  who  perished.
Is it possible that those lives are lost
forever? Or can I find it in me to affimi
a belief that the very essence of those
individuals  -  their  soul,  if you  like,
exists  somewhere,  though we know
not where. To believe that those lives
are  over,  extinguished  completely,
would  be  unbearable.  Even  in  our
own lives, do we not yearn to believe
that those we have  loved and go  on
loving  even  after  they  are  long
departed from this  earth,  do live on
in  some  inexplicable  way?   The
Talmud, in the name of R. Jochanan
says, "Every prophet prophesied only
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for the days of the Messiah. But as for
the world to  come,  no  eye has  seen
what God has prepared for those who
wait for Him." We can speak about an
ideal world in this world, we can work
for it, we can envisage it. As for the
life that lies beyond death,  says the
rabbi,  we  cannot  even  begin  to
conceptualise or understand it.

Do  I believe in an afterlife?  The
answer,  which took me nearly two
months  to  put together  after  that
extraordinary  experience  in  Joan's
studio is `yes'. But not in a world of
fluttering    wings     and     clouds
somewhere in an unknown heaven.
Only in this:  that the  essence  of an
individral, the very person they are,
their qualities, tbeir deeds and words
and thoughts,  do  live  on after they
have gone. Perhaps the soul of a man
or  woman  does  have  some  other-
worldly existence, does bask in God's
light. We cannot know. But I do know
that a person lives on in their children,
and among those who knew them.
How important it is to summon the
memory of those we  love,  to  talk
about them, to  emulate their better
qualities, to keep alive the souls  of
those who are so precious to us. This
is eternal ffe.

A belief in the world to  come is
worth nothing if it is only to reward
ourselves with dangerous indulgence
or as a prize for martyrdom. It must be
comected with the way we live our
lives in this world. Whenever we are
called to cleanse ourselves from error
and sin, when we remember those
who came before us, who trusted in
God and in their  own good  deeds,
wbo  stood xp to  evil  and protected
others  from its  consequences,  who
conquered  anger  and  overcame
bitterness, we cherish and honour the
memories of those we love, when we
use their example for our own lives.

"Better is one hour of repentance
and good deeds in this world than the
whole of the world to come; and better
is one hour of blissfulness of spirit in
the world to come than the whole life
of this world." We must resolve to live
with  Honesty  and  kindness,  with
integrity  and  good  deeds  in  this
world; and at the same time re-affirm
the ancient faith of our tradition, that
when  our bodies  become  frail  and
wear out,  our souls  will  live  on  in
everlasting life .

RABBI   ALEXANDRA   WRIGHT   I.s   a
graduele  Of Ice  Baeck  College where  she  is
Lecturer  in  Classical  Hebrew.   Sl.e  is  the
Rabbi    of   Raidlett    and    Bushey    Reform
Synagogue  and  a fiormer  Chair  Of the  RSGB
Assembly  of  Rabbis.
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Political Zionism is a dirty gave. It puts one
into bed with some manipulators Of power with

which, in ray wildest dreams, I would not wish to
be associated.  Functionaries?  Bureaucrats?

Paper shafflers?  Bean counters?  Apparatchiks?
the Zionist Movement is full Of them

PAY  THE   PRICE

Briar Fox

DAY  SCHOOLS,  ZIONIST
Youth  Groups,  creativity  in
worship,  Retirement Villages :

all of these have been the comerstones
of my rabbinate. And every one of them
is a potential minefield. There is always
someone who will say, what works there
will not work here. `There' can be as far
away as Sydney or as close as London.

I have just had the enormous joy of
celebrating the 25th Anniversary of the
King  David  School  in Melboume. A
quarter of a century  ago  Rabbi John
Levi and I started the school with about
30 children. Today King David is a full
Primary and Secondary School on two
campuses and about to purchase a third.
There  are  650  children. You  can feel
the  pride  that  the  children,  their
parents, the teachers and the founders
all have in the work of their hands.
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Did we pay a price? Of course we
did.  There  is  less  attention  to  the
Synagogue %eder than there should be.
There  is  less  attendance  by the  Day
School  children  at  synagogue  than
there should be. There are less Jewish
children  mixing  with  non-Jewish
children in State or Church schools than
there used to be. There is more of the
Jewish prince  and princess  syndrome
now in Progressive Judaism. We used
to pride ourselves on the fact that this
was the sole preserve of Orthodoxy.

But  look at the  curriculum  of the
Day  School  compared  to  the  %ec7er.
Where  feeder children  spend months,
and even years trying to learn a series
of  nonsense  syllables,  which  are
supposed to  be  Hebrew,  Day  School
children   are   participating   in   an
exciting experience: a living language.

Day School children live in a Hebrew
and Jewish environment. The contrast
is  stark:  feeder students resent being
there, are brought there by parents who
resent taking them there and are taught
there by teachers who resent teaching
there.

Yes: we paid a price by building our
Day Schools in Melboume and Sydney.
But, imagine the price we would have
paid had we not built those schools.

Ive/zer was created in Melboume. It
went with me to Sydney. Israel and the
UK then discovered it.

By  linking  ourselves  with  the
Zionist Movement we were taking  a
great risk. Political Zionism is a dirty
game. It plrfe one into bed with some
manipulators of power with which, in
my wildest dreams, I would not wish to
be      associated.      Functionaries?
Bureaucrats? Paper shufflers?  Bean
counters? Apparatchiks? the Zionist
Movement is full of them.

By  associating  ourselves  with
Zionism we were  also  associating
Progressive    Judaism    with    the
renaissanceoftheJewishpeople.Where
before we were taHing to each other,
now we were sitting at the table of the
Jewish people. Where before we were
asking,whatisgoodfortheSynagogue
anditsyouth,nowwewereaskingwhat
isgoodfortheJewishpeople.Pettyself-
interest dominated our past. Now our
discussions        have        universal
significance.

We  paid  a  price  by  Zionising
Progressive Judaism. But imagine the
price we would have paid if we had
continued to lock our children out of
universal Jewish concerns.  We  even
have the chance of making Progressive
the Zionist movement by bringing to it
ourcommitmenttopluralismwhileyet
retainingitsprimapygoalthecontinued
security of the State of Israel.

One dry my Associate in  Sydney
came to me and said he wanted to start
an    alternative    service.    I    was
enthusiastic.   We   had   a   second
synagogue, which was largely unused.
We  had  a  basically  Friday  night
congregation. Our Saturday momings
saw  a, barfl]at mitzvah every week.
They could bring lap to 500 people to
shut.Yet1knewthatonly20or30were
there for Shabbat. The rest were tourists
who could have been at a circus for all
it meant to them.

Yet I had always comforted myself
with the  concept that this  Saturday
morning crowd was a challenge. You
had two hours to reach the unreachable
and  teach  the  unteachable.  I  could
preach a scintillating sermon and that
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would be justification enough.
We   took   a   risk   starting   the

alternative service. Now Masorti-style
worship  has  a  foothold  in Australia.
Now the standard Progressive Jewish
service is being questioned in Sydney
as  the  right prayer route  for all non-
orthodox Jews.  The  more  than  sixty
years  of predictable,  comfortable
Progressive Judaism of the stand-up, sit
down variety  is being  questioned.  In
Melbourne  at the  Kedem  Synagogue
there is a definite movement away from
a Rabbi-centred service - maybe that
is why so many Rabbis love attending. .

Some people find the conservative-
style  service  in  Sydney  to  be  ers¢/z
orthodoxy.  Some  see  it  as  having
enomious creative potential.

We took a risk. I, for one, am proud
that we did.

When we built Emanuel Gardens -
Neve Emanuel - in Sydney, we were
taking a huge risk. Financially, it would
tie up  funds  for many years,  which
could  have  been  used  to  rebuild  a
decaying  synagogue.  In  terms  of
energy,  it  was  a  five  to  ten  year
distraction    from    the    work    of
consolidating our Day Schools, Youth
Movement and Synagogue.

But  look  at  what  it  says  about
Progressive  Judaism.  It  says  that we
provide quality care for the aged of our
movement. It says that we do not need

There is more Of the
Jewish prince and
princess syndrome
now in Progressive

Judaism. We used to
pride oursehies on

the fact that this was
the sole preserve Of

Orthodoxy

to abandon our aged to the care of the
rest of the community:  We  can do it
ourselves. It says that we can secure our
Movement  forever because  of the

financial brilliance that is  inherent in
establishing a Retirement VIllage. Our
businessmen and women work all their
lives to have  a secure  cash flow  into
their personal businesses. Here, we are
doing it for Progressive Judaism.

Gone are the appeals for funds. Gone
is the  constant need to  flnd the hook
that will secure that next big donation.
Now  we  walk  into  the  world  of
corporate  financing  of Progressive
Judaism.

Yes, you pay a price when you enter
the corporate world. I, for one, feel that
this is the only way to go to secure the
continued  funding  of Progressive
Judaism.

There you have it. Whatever you do,
you pay  a price.  Maybe  Progressive
Judaism is not only about doing. Maybe
it is about deciding on what is the price
that, if we will only pay it, will bring
the  greatest  honour  to  the  Jewish
People I

RABBI  BRIAN  FOX  was  born  i.7!  Sfczm/ord
Hill,  brought  up  in  New  Zealand,  received
se;mflch:ch from  the  Hebrew  Union  College  in
Cincinnati  and  was  the  distinguished  senior
rabbi   of   Temple   Emmanuel   in   Sydney,
Australia for  many  years.  He  is  the  rabbi  of
Menorah  Synagogue  in  South  Manchester.

JUST PUBLISRED

He Kissed IHm and They Wept

Towards a Theology of Jewish-Catholic Partnership

Edited by Rabbi Tony Bayfield, Rabbi Dr. Sidney Brichto and Dr. Eugene J Fisher

SCM Press, London, 2002 £16.95

"I wel,come this work, not only for its insighis but above all because

it offers theological and halakhic foundations for a dialogue leading
towards the mystery Of our future"

Cardinal Kasper, Presiderty Vatican Commission for Religivus Relations with the Jews

"A real breakthrough .... To a relationship Of irattual respect and acceptance"

Rabbi Dow Marmur
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AWOMAN
CALLED HANNAH

JeffreyNewman

S. Courtine-Denamy. Tbleev\Jo"en
in Dark Times frtz72s.  Gasfrgr7.z.cz73, G.A41.

publ. Cornell Ur[iv. Press, Ithaca and
London,  2001

WIN BRITAIN ARE NOW
.rt    of   the    `Coalition
ainst terror' which has been

constructed to root out evil  in  a war
that President Bush has predicted will
continue for years to come. As part of
this  war,  the  CIA,  it  seems,  is  to  be
allowed  once  again  to  carry  out
assassinations abroad and to arin a new
generation   of   killers   who   may
themselves become future Osama bin
Ladens. We in the West are to expect a
diminution of our civil 1iberties in the
interests of security. The terrorists have
succeeded. We are living in `dark times' .

The phrase is from Brecht's poem,
`To posterity'.  Hannah Arendt used it

as the title for her collection of essays
on ten outstanding men and women of
the first half of the twentieth century.
She writes of the poem that it mentions
`the  disorder  and  the  hunger,  the

massacres  and  the  slaughters,  the
outrage over injustice and the despair
"when there was  only wrong and no

Outrage".
The phrase itself occurs in the lines

which go:
` . . .You who will emerge from the

flood  in  which  we  drowned  re-
member when you  speak of our
weaknesses  the  dark  time  from
which you escaped
. . .Alas, we who wanted to prepare
the ground for kindness could not
be kind. . .
Remember us with forbearance.'
Arendt insists that the  `dark times'

of which she writes  `are not identical
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with the monstrosities  of the century,
which are indeed of a horrible novelty' .
On the  contrary,  `darkness has  come
when. . .speech does not disclose what
is but sweeps  it under the  carpet,  by
exhortations, moral and otherwise, that,
under  the  pretext  of upholding  old
tmths, degrade all truth to meaningless
triviality.' Another poem  of Brecht's,
also  quoted  by Arendt,  unerringly
pinpoints  the  present  situation,  the
generation of Ground Zero:

We have been living, a light gen-
eration,
In houses  that  were  thought be-
yond  destruction.
(The lanky buildings of Manhat-
tan Island and the fine antennae
That amuse the Atlantic Ocean are
of our construction.)
Of these cities will remain that which

blew through them, the wind.
Arendt's  `Men in Dark Times' is a

fine  (1968)  collection  of essays.  Two
of the `men' are women: Arendt was no
feminist. Four of the `people' are Jewish,
amongst them Rosa Luxemburg - but
there is also one Pope, John XXIII. All,
according to Arendt,  shared common
profound  and human  responses  to  a
darkness that

`was by no means  visible to  all,

nor was it at all easy to perceive;
for, until the very moment when
catastrophe  overtook  everything
and  everybody,  it  was  covered
up...by              the              highly
efficient  talk  and  double-talk
of       nearly        all        official

representatives...spread  by  `the
establishment'  - or  `the  system'
as it was then called. '
Sylvie    Courtine-Denamy    has

borrowed the phrase  `dark times'  but
narrowed  its  scope.  Her  book,  a
portrayal of Edith Stein, Hannah Arendt
and  Simone Weil,  is  entitled  `Three
Women in Dark Times'. All three are,
she  writes,  `compelling figures  who
move us  with their fierce  desire  to
understand a world out ofjoint' but the
work   is    disappointing,    rushing
breathlessly through its  250  pages,
more a collection ofjottings and notes
for a future work than a fully digested
exegesis.Perhapsthekeydifficultylies
in what the book is trying to do.  `To
give these dates their physiognomy',
whtes the athoi  `1 have chosen the
lives    of    three    women,    Jews,
philosophers  and contemporaries'.  It
remains unclear, however, what the
book is really al]out. Is it biography,
philosophy, feminism or history?

Courtine-Denamy   details    the
responses of her three subjects to the
events, especially of the years 193 3-43
and how they were affected by them
and by their own Jewishness. Though
the contrasts are fascinating, too little
is made of them. Edith Stein, of course,
died in Auschwitz as a Catholic nun;
Simone Weil acknowledged an  `ever-
increasing desire for communion' . She
believed  in  God,  the  Trinity,  the
Incarnation,  tbe  Redemption,  the
Eucharist and the teachings  of the
Gospel.  But she would not  ask  for
conversion because she objected to the
exclusive  doctrine  that there  is  no
salvation    outside     the     church.
Nevertheless, when she wasted away
througL tuberculosis  and  deliberate
refusal  of food,  identifying perhaps
with St. Theresa ofAvila, she was buried
in the Roman Catholic  cemetery  of
Ashford in Kent. Only Arendt survived
thewar,escapingatthelastminutefrom
Marseilles   to   America.   Though
stubbornly Jewish,  she  was  widely
criticisedbytheJewishcommunityafter
her book on Eichmann's trial, when she
reflected that he  was  horrifyingly
`normal'  rather than being a monster

and talked therefore of the  `banality'
ofevil.

Arendt's family were Refomi Jews,
not  particularly   involved   in   the
synagogue but she was taught for a
short while by a rabbi  at her home.
Simone Weil had no Jewish upbringing
or awareness, her Viennese mother who
had   faced   anti-semitism,   being
reluctant to reveal her Jewish ancestry.
Edith Stein is said to nave grown up in
an Orthodox Jewish falnily.  But what
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do we learn from this? Struggles with
identity do play some part in the book
but do not emerge as the author's main
concern which  seems,  if anything, to
be Weil's  relationship with Jews  and
Judaism and her lack of compassion for
Jewish suffering. Was she a ` self-hating
Jew'?  She  is  quoted  as  speaking  of
herself in  1933  or  1934  as  an  anti-
Semite and there is little in her writing
to  dispel this  impression,  though one
Catholic priest of the time preferred to
speak of her anti-Judaism.

Edith Stein plays hardly any part at
all   in   the   book,   as   if  she   were
introduced merely as a backdrop to the
more  interesting  preoccupations  of
Weil and Arendt.  Her conversion was
almost  instantaneous,  she joyfully
accepted her death as that abandonment
ofwill `which God demands of all of us
and of which we are all capable. This
abandonment,'  she  wrote,   `is  the
measureofourholiness'.Certainlyshe
identified with the Jewish people:  `the
destiny of this people was my own,' but
her theology remained simplistic.  She
responded  to  Kristallnacht  with  the
words:

It  is  the  fulfilment  of the  curse
which my people called upon its
own  head.  Cain  must  be  perse-
cuted  but  woe  to  whoever  lays
hands upon Cain. Woe also to this
city and this country when God's
wrath  descends  upon  them  for
what they  are  now  doing to  the
Jews.
Arendt's response to the horrors of

the thirties and after was in every way
more robust.  She worked secretly for
the Zionists and Communists in Berlin
and when interrogated by the Gestapo
fled to France, just managing to leave
Marseilles before it was too late. The
rest of her life was a reworking of her
experiences  and  particularly  of her
involvement with  Martin Heidegger,
the foremost German philosopher, with
whom Stein also studied, who remains
one of the greatest influences of modem
times, and with whom she had a love
affair. Heidegger joined the Nazi Party
in  1933  and remained a member until
1945. Arendt struggled throughout her
life, attempting to understand how such
an  outstanding  and  creative  thinker
could make such an incomprehensible
and  terrible  political  mistake.  Her
subsequent    work    was    entirely
concerned with European history and
politics  and why philosophers  have,
since Plato, been largely unconcerned
with such mundane issues. Her critique
is fundamentally Jewish -that we have
to deal not with the unchanging reality
of sublime  forms - which she would
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see as inforlning Stein's Christianity -
but  the  richness  and  plurality  of
difference.     The    uniformity    of
totalitarianism  emanates  from  the
history of a western philosophy which

Arendt
struggled

throughout her
life, attempting
to understound

how such
an outstanding

and oreative
thinker could
make such an

incomprehensible
and terrible

pohiical rhistake
has been concerned with Man in the
singular not men.

The lack of concern with gender is
characteristic. Arendt` was not a felnini st
and saw feminism as sectarian. Despite
Courtine-Denamy's  title  which  lays
emphasis on the fact that she is dealing
with three women, the theme, however,
plays only a minor role in the book and
although     Arendt     disliked     the
categorisation  and  compartmental
thinking, being a woman was as central
to her thinking and life as being a Jew.
She w.as insistent that every individual
had a part to play in the public realm,
the  world  where  we  appear  to  one
another, where we  show  `by word or
deed who [we] are and what [we] can
do'  but to which  darkness has  come
when that political  space  ceases,  for
whatever  reason,  to  exist.  She,  like
Weil,  was  scathing  about  a  society
which degraded work to meaningless,
mind-rotting tasks and compensated by
providing  leisure  activities  in which
people could while away time. Both of
them saw the importance of work as a

way we make the world and pass it on
to  future  generations  though neither
fecognised that the Hebrew for work,
avodab,  contains  within  itself the
concept  both  of slavery  -  and  of
worship. Where work is degraded and
creativity eliminated, when people can
no longer think (which was what Weil
discovered happened when she worked
in  a  factory)  human beings  become
superfluous, they become machines not
partners   with   God,   though   this
particular  language  is  not  one  that
Arendt, at least, would use.

Courtine-Denamy provides  plenty
of thought-provoking material, even if
the organisation and depth of the book
is questionable. Her critique of weil is
devastating and she correctly identifies
three key teachings ofArendt - all very
Jewish  and  one,  at  least,  a  major
contribution      to      philosophical
understanding and a demonstration of
how  much women,  as  women,  will
change the world. The first, once again,
emerges in the contrast between Weil
andArendt, where Weil's slogan is cz77eor
/czfz. -the love of destiny, while Arendt,
with  extraordinary  courage  in  the
immediate post-war period of despair,
says that even in the face of all that has
taken place this world is beautiful and
that she wishes to call her new book,
which was fmally called `The Human
Condition', cz772or "z/73dz. -for love  of
the world. Secondly, Arendt emphasises
again and again that in the  darkness
what  shines  out  is  true  friendship,
which must be  grounded  in honest
recognition and care of the other. But,
most characteristic of all, though basing
herself on  St. Augustine - and what
good  evidence  Courtine-Denamy's
book provides of the need for excellent
Jewisheducation-isArendt'semphasis
on birth rather than death as the centre
of   life.    She   castigates   Western
philosophy,  and  the  psychologist
Sigmund Freud as being  fixated on
death,  an  over-concern which,  at  its
worst,  contributes to nihilism and the
glorification of death in war. She would
not have celebrated Stein's choice. The
real miracle, she writes, is birth in which
there is every time a now beginning and
new hope.  Like  Maimonides, Arendt
was reviled in her life - but like him
also, and in contrast to Stein and Weil,
she has an important, if lesser, Jewish
(and feminine) contribution to make in
our `darktimes'  .

RABBI  JEFFREY  NEWMAN,   cz  grczdztafe
Of Oxf;ord  University  and  Leo  Baeck  College,
served  Finchley  Reform  Synagogue for  many
years.   He   is   now   consultant  to   the   RSGB
Assembly  Of Rabbis  and  is  doing  research  in
20th  Century  Jewish  philosophy.
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IMPORTANT QUESTIONS

JulianResnick
The Dance of the Dolphin Z)); Kczry7z

D  Kedar.  Jewish  Lights  Publishing,
"oodstock, VT. 2001 ppl43 Sl9.95 HB
ISBN  1-58023-154-3
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TFi::t::1F:.;:#=Gr¥o::
what  to  do  with  books  that  have
following the ISBN number, the words
"Spiritual life". Years ago when I ran a

programme in Israel for students taking
a gap year from their university studies
in the USA, I used to wan them of the
dreaded disease of cynicism that might
attackthemastheymovedbeyondtheir
youth. But, as much as I warned them, I
have to admit that for me those words,
"Spiritual  life"  found  on  the  inside

cover of a book, usually have a drastic
effect.

This opening paragraph:
"I have never seen a dolphin in the

open   seas.   I've   been   to   various
aquariums  and many  a sophisticated
aquarium,  where  dolphins  splash and
click as they perform tricks to delight
the children. But that's not what I mean.
I have never seen a dolphin on the open
sea as she dives and swims and flirts,
arching   her  body   with   a   gentle
superiority...I  have  never  seen  that
moment, but I have named it. I call it
`the dance of the dolphin'. It is a dance

that is both beautiful and essential.  It
has grace and eloquence."

How do you respond to words like
these? Remember, I was not reading a
book about the oceans  or about large
mammals, this was to be a book about
Judaism. As the words on the front cover
indicated,  it was to be about "fmding
prayer, perspective and meaning in the
stories of our lives".

I  made  it past  the  title  only  with
great difficulty. And yet, going beyond
the title, not being put off by opening
lines, being open to what I could learn
from a book by looking beyond what I
found  initially,  is  probably  the  most
important  contribution that this book
has to make to, I aln tempted to say "my
intellectual  life",  when I  really mean
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The cynics would
suggest that I

read f iurther as I
was reviewing the
book, and there is

truth in that
to  say  `me'.  But isn't that part of the
problem Rabbi Kedar is addressing?

Like most people who have read a
book or two in their lives, I approach a
new book with a history,  a context.  I
cannot open the book and begin reading
without  hundreds  of verbal  images
flooding  my  brain.  Words,  phrases,
sentences  and  paragraphs  open  the
floodgates of association for me and I
find myself judging a book, if not by
its cover, then by the way each word
and phrase suggest to me where they fit
in the totality of my reading memory
bank.  I  file  them  in  the  appropriate
cultural folder they suggest.

So why the initial response and, more
importantly for this piece, why did I
decide to stand and fight and struggle
with myself and read on?

The reason for the initial response is
quite clear and comprehensible to me.
Like many people who grew up within
the "Great Tradition", I graduated to a
love  for literature in a modem idiom
that worked on a multitude of layers,
that  functioned  via  the  creation  of
complex,  intellectually  challenging
prose, via the subtle use of emotionally
dense language. I leaned to appreciate
the polemic that,  with  startling  leaps
of intellectual  gymnastics,  transports
me  to  where  I  can  examine  the
philosopher's stone to see whether there
is a vein of gold or whether I am being
duped by an alchemist. In this context,
this book felt just a little trite.

Take  the  scene  of the  sun's  rays
streaming down onto the blue wall in
the  dining  room  in the  chapter that
deals with "Grace. A moment in time
which  you  know  that  you  are  loved
unconditionally by God and therefore
are  connected to  the  core  of things".

The  choice  of the  `Blue walls'  idiom
feels a little too much like a moment
from  the  "Homes  of the  Rich  and
Famous". The debate about the colour
of the  walls  seems  to  be  a  strange
progression   from   the   preceding
paragraph which focuses on the many
layered meaning of the Hebrew word
`Makom', a word that contains within

its various derivatives from the Hebrew
root the words for place, existence and
one of the names for God. The addition
of the  little boy who  comes  into  the
room in this particular moment in the
book filled with the  smells  of sleep,
feels   a   little   too   much   like   an
advertisement  for  Life  Insurance  or
breakfast  cereal  for  me  to  take  it
seriously: ``We went down the stairs and
rounded the comer and there it was: the
high-gloss  blue  wall  splashed  with
sunlight. `Look, Ilan, isn't it beautiful? '
He said in a hoarse early moming voice,
barely  audible,  `Yeah'  ".  I  feel  like
saying to the writer ``Sorry, I remember
that scene from last week on television,
it just does not work for me."

That is the easy bit for me, the initial
response.  So, why did I read further?
The  cynics would suggest that I read
further as I was reviewing the book, and
there is truth in that. `Listen' to the next
paragraph   and  perhaps   you  will
understand  why  I  read  further.  The
writer is acutely aware of me and many
others  like  me  whom  she  addresses
directly when she writes: "It seems that
we make a choice at some point in our
lives.  There  are those who  choose to
develop and nurture a strong spiritual
centre. At first this decision is neither
conscious  nor noble.  It  simply  feels
like survival. Somewhere deep inside a
voice shouts at the darkness, ` No! Not
me! You will not get me.' And there are
others  who  run,  hide,  and  submerge,
deadening  themselves  at the  centre.

cori;tin:Wed on next page
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They  choose  safety  in  the  form  of
retreat, creating a shell so effective that
it  indeed  deadens  the  pain  but  also
deadens the joy  of a  spiritual  life."  I
realised that  I  have  been  saying  and
will probably in many instances keep
saying, "No! Not me!"

So, what is the key that helps me
unlock the door, that enabled me to
read  this  book  differently?  It  is
clearly bound up  in the  work that I
am   doing  that   is   in   some   way
changing my life  as  I  get more  and
more  involved  in  the  work.  The
British  Reform  Movement's  Living
Judaism initiative, which I direct, is
about  embarking  on  a journey,  a
Jewish journey. We invite individual
members  of our  congregations,  we
invite     our     congregations     as
communities,  to  make  this journey
with us. We ask them to explore the
possibilities,   the   potential   for
personal and Jewish growth. We ask
them to be  risk takers.  To  find new
ways  of exploring being  a Jew  and
part  of a  Jewish  community.  We
invite  them in,  in to  a world where
diversity of Jewish fulfilment is our
priority.  We  say to them,  read/sing/
pray/learn  differently.  Do  not  look
for  whether  something  is  good  or
bad,  but  ask  a  different  set  of
questions.  What  is  there  in  this
music/writing/prayer/study passage
that     adds     something    to     my
understanding of myself and of this

"TThat is there to

say about the
inner life?

It is as complex
as the watery

byways  Of Wehice,
Delicate as the

hands Of an
irifent child,
Curious  and

compact as the
wisdom Of an

acorn.
It is as

magnif icent as
the profile Of an
Af rican queen."

world?  If I  find  something  in  this
beautiful or meaningless, what does
it tell me about my journey or who I
am?

This is how we should read Rabbi
Kedar's book. The relevant questions
for  me  are  those  of the  previous
paragraph. It is not whether this is a
great book or even a good book, it is
about the moments in tbis book, and
they are tbere, when we can ask the
important questions, when the crack
appears through which we can see the
beauty, where we can journey on.

When  you  read  the  following
lines, when you read the book, read
it with this in mind:

"What is there to say about the inner
life?
It  is  as  complex  as  the  watery
byways of venice,
Delicate as the hands of an infant
child'
Curious and compact as the wisdom
of an acom.
It is as magnificent as the profile of
an Afrcan queen."
Irecommendthisbooktoyouifyou

are  willing  to  read  in  this  way.  I
recommend this bock to you if you are
on a jouney .

I\JIIAEN RESNICK was born in South Af irica
and  mcived  to  Israel.  A  member  Of  Kibbutz
Tzor'a,   he  was   one   of  Israel's   leading
educators.  He is  currerrtily the  director  Of the
British  Roform  Movemen:t's  Living  Judaism
initiative.
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QUHHN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne

in 1704 for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of
EnglandwasmergedwiththeEcclesiastical

Commission in 1948 to form the
Church Commi ssioners.

But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,
vigorously. There are accountants, architects,

solicitors, and surveyors all practising their professions,
all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the

high standards which have come to be associated with
this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.

We have practised here since 1951, offering clients
business management, investment guidance and

specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.

As the years go by the scope of our work widens,
and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal complexities of the times:

but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LEVIS GOLDHN & CO
Chartered Accountants and Registered ALuditors
40 QUEEN AI`INE STREET, LONDON WIM 0EL

THLEPHONE: 020 7580 7313
FACSINILH: 020 7580 2179

EMAIL : FCA@Lewis-Golden. C o.uk
Neil Benson FCA    Andrew Moss ACA
David Edwards ACA    Graham Kinch

]ACKMAN I
SILVERMAN

COMMERCIAL  PROPERTY  CONSULTANTS

020 7409 0771

26 Conduit Street,  London WIR 9TA

Martin Slowe
CIIARTERED SURVEYORS

Star House,
Grafton Road,

London Nlh75 4BD
Telephone: 020 7267 4291. Fax: 020 7482 4116

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY MANAGERS
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SHABBAT SHALOM
EVERY DAY

IT  IS  MORE  THAN  TWENTY
years  ago  that  1  first  learnt  to
meditate. I was practising Yoga at

the time, and a small book called yogcz
cz73d A4:edz.fczfz.o7! caught my eye. I pored
over  its  contents  and  attempted,
somewhat hesitantly, to master what it
taught.  My  first  meditations  were
sinple:

I  meditated  on  the  flame  of  a
candle:  I  watched  the  breath.  Of
course,  I  experienced  the  problems
and  irritations  which  afflict  all
beginners.  I  found  it hard to  sit  for
more  than  a  few  minutes  without
getting   bored   or   distracted,   or
suffering from pains in my legs and
back. My practice in those days was
sporadic  and  somewhat  lacking  in
motivation. Nevertheless, I felt that I
had   stumbled  across   something
which  might  be  helpful  and  I  was
anxious to learn more.

Some years later, I began to follow
the  Tibetan  Buddhist  teachings  on
meditation and leamt many beautiful
and powerful practices.  I  found that
when I meditated I felt calmer, more
centred,  less agitated.

About  four  years  ago,  returning
with renewed vigour to  the  Judaism
of my  birth,  I  was  astonished  and
delighted  to  learn  of the  Jewish
mystical  tradition  and  its  extensive
teachings on meditation. Here, hidden
in writings perhaps going back as far
as  the  first  century,  was  a  treasure
trove  of  spiritual  riches,  largely
undiscovered and unknown. Perhaps
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there are many Jews, particularly of
the  post-Holocaust  generation,  who
have, like me, looked outside Judaism
for spiritual sustenance, whilst being
sadly ignorant of the fact that all they
seek can be found in the wealth and
wisdom of their own tradition.

Since  then,  I  have  spent  many
hours  exploring  that  tradition  and
learning  to  practise  the  meditations
to be found there. I have found them
both powerful and enriching.

We  are  accustomed  to  using  our
minds, to applying our reason,  logic
and  intellect  to  solve  problems.  We
try  to  reason  out  the  right  thing  to
do:  we  gather  information  from
books,     television,     radio     and
newspapers. We ask others for advice.
All of this comes to us in verbal form,
mental  concepts  which  we  have  to
process  with  our  logical  brain.  Is  it
any  wonder  that   we   often   feel
overloaded  with  information  and
mental  stimuli,  and  confused  by  a
variety of different ideas,  questions,
situations?

Meditation provides an antidote to
this  `wisdom  of the  head'.  It  is,
indeed, a `wisdom of the heart' . When
we meditate, we allow the brain to rest
for a while and instead, we open our
heart in a safe space. The heart, as well
as the head, is receptive and capable
of responding to stimuli: the heart is

capable   of  finding   answers   to
questions,  whicL have  defeated the
head.  Sometimes, in the quiet space
which meditation creates, a problem
is  overcome  or  a  dilemma  solved,
without   any   conscious   process
having been  employed.  Or,  after  a
meditation, the mind, having rested,
suddenly  feels  able  to  resolve  a
problem which for long before  had
defeated it.

Although this may seem quite a big
idea,  there  is  no  need  at  all  to  be
pretentious   about   any   of   this.
Meditation  is  natural;  it  is  actually
quite  simple  and  anyone  can  do  it.
You can start right now if you would
like to, just to see what happens.  Be
serious in your intention but don't be
too  serious:  meditation  is  for  your
benefit, it is not meant to be a form of
penance, or a mediaeval torture. If it
is helpful to you, practise it. If it isn't,
don't. Don't use it to withdraw from
life,  but  to  make  life  richer,  more
sharply   defined,   more   full   of
meaning, more joyful.

Let's  begin  with  a  very  simple
exercise.  Stop thinking. Just for two
minutes,  think  about  nothing  at  all.
Nothing.  Should be easy, but is it?

In those two minutes you probably
planned  a  shopping  trip,  decided
what  you  were  going  to  make  for
dinner,  reminded  yourself that  it  is
someone's  birthday,  worried  a  little
about work or studies. Left to its own
devices,  the  mind  has  a  frightening
tendency to run amok. That is why it
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has  sometimes  been  described  as  a
crazy,  wild  elephant  and,  like  that
elephant,  its  lack  of control  can  be
quite  destructive.

Meditation,  at  its  most  basic,  is
about taking time and making space.
Time in which we have nothing to do,
nothing  to  think  about,  nowhere  to
go, no one to be.  Space which gives
us a delicious sense of mental leisure,
the  same  sort  of feeling we  have  at
the    beginning     of    a    holiday.
Meditation is a kind of mini sabbath
which we give ourselves every day -
a special time free of normal worries
and concerns.

Three  Hebrew  words  give  some
helpful guidance  as to the nature of
meditation:  fez.ZZ)odedcff,   mentioned
in a text by Maimonides, which means
self isolation,  seclusion; %z.Zbod73e#c/f
which means  understanding  myself;
and   fr¢iJ¢%czfe,   derived   from   the
Hebrew fe.vez.7e,  "to  aim",  which  can
be  translated  as  concentration  or
devotion,  thus  introducing  the  idea
of directed consciousness.

Meditation  is  best  carried  out  in
seclusion,  is an act of voluntary self
isolation,  is  seen  as  a  means  of
understanding  oneself and  is  a way
of   directing   consciousness.    In
meditation, we return to ourselves. To
our own, true, innate nature. We open
up to ourselves and, in so doing, we
open  up  to  the  true  nature  of the
universe  and  perhaps  even  to  the
nature of the Divine.

It is a simple but powerful practice.
It is not difficult to master; it requires
no      expensive      equipment     or
specialised  training.  You  can  easily
teach yourself to meditate and practise
by yourself, or in a group.  Once you
have leant the techniques, they will
be yours forever.

Why meditate  at all?  What is the
point   of   meditation   and   what
benefits, if any, are to be derived from
practising  it?

I am always somewhat wary when
I read of a new therapy, medication,
diet  or  exercise  regime,  which  is
heralded  as  the  miracle  cure  for  all
ills,  mental,  physical  or  spiritual.
Such claims  are rarely substantiated
by  hard  evidence,  reliable  data,  or
irrefutable proof. That is why I don't
make  any  sweeping  or  dramatic
claims for the practice of meditation.
What I will say is that there are many
down  the  ages  who,  like  me,  have
derived  much  benefit.  Nowadays,
more  than  ever  before,  meditation
holds a rich promise.

We live in a world of high stress,
high  speed  and  often  intolerable
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Meditation, at its
most basic, is about

taking time and
making space. Itme

in which we have
nothing to do,

nothing to think
about, nowhere to go,
no one to be. Space

which gives us a
delicious sense Of
mental leisure, the
same sort Of feeling

we have at the
begiming Of a

holiday.

Meditation is a kind
Of ryin:i sabbath
which we give

ourseives every day -
a special tine free Of
normal worries and
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pressure. We inhabit an environment
which    is    noisy,    hectic,    often
overcrowded, competitive. As well as
our own fears, desires and problems,
we are constantly brought into contact
with the fears,  desires  and problems
of others,  sometimes  in  situations
which inevitably lead to  conflict.  In
such circumstances, it is hard to stay
calm, hard to remain rational and fair,
hard to find peace.

Meditation gives us permission to
stop. When we meditate, we create a
space  and  time  which,  though  it  is
woven into the fabric of our normal
everyday existence, also stands apart
from it. Whether we sit for ten minutes
or  an hour,  that  time  soon  becomes
sacred to us and immensely precious.

Though meditation carmot cure the
world's ills, it is possible that it can
make you feel better equipped to deal
with them.  It  is  my  experience  that
regular meditation can induce a sense
of well-being,  a subtle but powerful
feeling of being more at peace with
oneself and so more in harmony with
the world and all that is in it.

The Kabbalah, the Jewish mystical
tradition, teaches that there are four
parallel  and inter-linked worlds  and
that  the  problems  or  diseases  we
experience may manifest in any or all
of them. These worlds are:-
•  The  world  of Action.  That  is  the

body,  our  work,  our  everyday
physical  existence.

•   The world of Formation.  That is
our emotional and inner life.

•   The world of creation. That is the
realm of the intellect.

•   The  world  of "Drawing  near to
God". That is our spiritual life.
Meditation  can  help  us  to  work

with difficulties and confusions in any
of these realms. Indeed, it can help us
to understand how the realms inter-
connect to create the complex reality
of our daily lives.

Spiritual     women     and     men
throughout the ages have discovered
the  benefits   of  meditation  as  a
valuable  tool  on  the  spiritual  path.
Rabbi Nachman of Bratslav, an  18th
century hasidic master, wrote:-

"When  a  person  meditates  and

speaks  to  God,  the  very  words  he
speaks  are  rc4czc%  feczfrodesfe,  the  holy
spirit. . . purify your heart by devoting
your mind to thoughts of Torah and
holiness  and  then  you  will  find  the
right  way  to  meditate  and  speak  to
God."

I  am  often  asked:  "What  is  the
difference  between  meditation  and
prayer?" A practising Jew will pray in

continued on next page
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the synagogue as part of a community
and may also pray alone in his or her
own  home.   Sometimes,   during  a
synagogue service, we are encouraged
to    spend    some    time    in    `silent
meditation' . Sometimes, at home when
we  are  meditating,  we  may  find
ourselves  involuntarily  petitioning
God, as in prayer.

Prayer  is   defined  as   "praise,
petition, thanks" but the Hebrew word
for  "pray"  is  fez.fpcz//e/  which  could
also mean to judge oneself.  Often, a
structured  meditation  may   also
encourage     self     analysis     and
contemplation of one's behaviour or
attitudes.  Perhaps  the  difference
between the two is not as wide as is
commonly imagined. It is possible to
pray    meditatively,    or    to    use
meditation to draw closer to God. In
both  cases,  we  open  our hearts  in  a
peaceful  space;  we  make  ourselves
receptive. When we pray, we usually
speak. When we meditate, we usually
listen.

Often, nothing happens. Nothing at
all. You may feel bored or distracted,

tired, conscious of pain. But sometimes
- just sometimes - you may detect a
subtle shift, a sense of moving into a
different  space.  On those  occasions,
you may emerge from your meditation
feeling calmer, more free, more at peace.

The  important thing  is to practise
on a regular basis and to acknowledge
the fact that, 50% of the time, you may
feel no  obvious benefit.  The effect is
slow, undramatic and cumulative.

In  twenty  years,  I  have  had  no
visions, seen no angels, heard no Divine
voices. But there have been moments,
rare but precious,  when I have  felt a
distinct  sense  of coming  into  contact
with something greater than myself; of
feeling,  for a short while,  completely
in   tune    with   the    universe;    of
understanding,  just  for  a  fleeting
moment,  what it means to  feel truly
alive. .

SHEILA   YHGER  wczs'   browgfef  xp   j.#   ffee
suburbs,  read  English  at  Oxford,  once  lived
on  a kibbutz,  now  lives  near  Bristol.  She  is  a
playwright,  a motha.,  a  grandmother  and  an
active    member    of   the    Bristol    &    West
Progressive  Jewish  Congregation.
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definitely  do  not -  it's  always  the
unconscious wot did it -but something
mischievous infiltrated into my review-
article    (`Do    All    Rabbis    Need
Psychotherapy')  in the  last  issue  of
MANNA (Winter 2002). The name and
author  of the  book  under  review
disappeared from the  article.  It was
`Jewish  Pastoral  Care:  A  Practical

Handbook    from    Traditional    &
Contemporary  Sources',  edited  by
RabbiDayleAFriedmanandpublished
in the US by Jewish Lights. And the
mangled quota.tion from Leo  Baeck -
`the greatest girl ofthe rabbi is himself'
- would of course be  a  `gift'  to  any
analyst .
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THE  UNIQUE  FEATURE  OF

the current Israeli tragedy is the
depthandvarietyofitslayers.First

there is blood-letting. The most beautiful
of Talmudic  teachings  equates  one
human life to a whole universe. Even one
kid,  Jewish  or Arab,  with or without
explosives tied around the waist, is not
expendable.

Second is the end of the century- and-
a-half old Zionist dream. The vision of
the  open-armed  homeland,  eager to
embrace any Jew in need of a home or
haven, began to fade ten years ago with
the non stop procession of jumbo jets
decanting more Russian migrants than
Israelis  felt  comfortable  to  absorb.
Suddenly they were  like  any Britain,
French or German who  dearly wishes
asylum seekers to get lost on the way to
their borders. Now that the last vestige
of Israeli  security  has  gone,  those
asylum seekers share that wish to find
new homes elsewhere.

And then there  is world sympathy.
That Israel was once cocooned in it is
harder to  imagine  today than  it is  to
think of Moses  climbing Mont Blanc
rather than Mount Sinai. That sympathy
started to seep away more than 30 years
ago when Israel won the six day war and
with that victory ceased to be the victim
and the underdog. From that heady day
in early June  1967  every Israel  leader,
from Moshe Dayan and Golda Meir to
Binyamin Netanyahu and Ariel Sharon
have      assiduously      helped      the
Palestinians to polish that image.  It is
the one success that links them all, and
on  which  the  world  view  is  now
unanimous.

#

I THOUGHT I WAS MAKING ORE
of my many anodyne remarks when
I  described one  of my dearest but

most distant relatives  as still having a
few drops of Jewish blood. AI which one
of the German journalists to whom I was
chatting  accused me  of accepting the
Nazi definition of race.  He had half a
point.

Collect an Indian,  Iraqi, Yemenite,
Ethiopian and English Jew for the start
of a minyan, and one glance shows that
any talk  of Jews  as  a race  is  visible
nonsense. Jewish identity is not racial.
It is made up of history and heritage of
which religion is the major component
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-and a strong sense of belonging. And
for most of us it is part of a much wider
mongrel mixture with strands of being
English or British or even Chinese, with
more strands of our professional selves
and in my case a major strand woven
into me by Hendon County School.

And yet,  and yet.  What were the
genes that made the Buckinghamshire
squire and my far distant cousin John,
whose last Jewish ancestor arrived here
in  1820  and by  1822  had  married  in
Hackney Parish church,  look like the
twinofmyBerlin-BuenosAires-andTel
Aviv uncle Stefan?

I  labelled  them  as  Jewish.  No
geneticist would. Must I now snip off
my label?

*

SACHA     BARON     COHEN
is the most successful satirist and
comedian to  have  hit Britain's

screens in the last decade. His Da Ali G
show pulled in  five  million viewers
every time it ran. Now he is poised to
clinch a deal ained at conquering coast-
to-coast American TV with his brand of
laughter.

So why does my chuckle choke every
time I see his face and hear his words?
Becausehumourcanbekind,asMaureen
Lipman's unfailingly is, cruel, or born
of contempt. Cohen's practice of luring
anyone from Victoria Beckham to  an
unknown Pete Baker or Talq Hussein
into situations that make them laughing
stocks shows the coldest contempt for
his fellow human beings.  That is his
problem, and may ultimately prove a
psychiatric one.

My own problem with Cohen is even
less soluble.  I do so wish he were not
Jewish.

#

TIIE BOGEY SPECTRE THAT
haunts  every  cool  or  heated
discussion about Jews and Israel

is  contained  in  two  words  - World
Jewry. And that is a phrase and not a
concept.  It defies  definition because
it is backed by no reality. There is no
such  entity.  Members  of  a  Safed
shtiebel, a Stuttgart synagogue, and a
San  Francisco  Temple  have  vastly
different  relationships  to  God  and
Judaism. Their views of Israel and its
current  problems  will  be  totally  at
odds.  And  above  all  there  is  no
institution  which  all  of us  elect  or
which speaks for any of us. I vote for
the Westminster parliament  and the
South Oxfordshire District Council, I
pay my taxes to Mr. Gordon Brown, or

such officials as he nominates. I do not
even  know  who  the  Israel  finance
minister is and I care less, for whatever
he does makes  as much difference to
me  as  the  latest  edict  on  dress  and
decorum of the president of the Fifth
Avenue  Temple.  World Jewry  is  the
figment   of   fantasies   and   often
antisemitic ones.

i*

THE      MOST      DAUNTING
moment in my new job came the
evening I discovered that one of

my  predecessors  was  the  dazzling
reformer Samuel Holdheim. He held the
job  from  1840  to  1846,  his  official
residence is still around the comer from
mine, and I can see it every time I look
out of my study or bedroom windows. He
moved from there to Berlin to launch one
reform that marks our movement to this
day the scrapping of the second day of
the pilgrim festivals. He also sought to
shift Shabbat to Sunday for the practical
reason that most of his congregants were
observing that as their day of rest - after a
fashion,  anyway.  But that proved one
reform too  far even for his pragmatic
flock.  They were  quite  happy not to
observeShabbatontheappointedweekly
day. But to move services to Sunday they
ultimately rejected as too Christian.

But with that failure he did at least
define the limits of reform. And my late
night meditation on his work did confirm
what1hadlongsuspected-thatasarabbi
I  am  no  more  than  a  stick-in-the-
conservative-mud.

•.*.

SE:Fa?e?:ree:9:t:::::sgo:-1T=Ese?p:o5
phone call? Decades in the Anglo Jewish
rabbinate, possibly even centuries, could
not prepare one for it. And as yet, no one
has made any umbrella for it. But so far I
am coping. My black hat still fits. But
the black, Marks and Spencer shoes in
which I arrived, no longer do. A couple
of days into my new post they started to
pincheverytoe,untilmyfeetwerekilling
me  and I had to buy new shoes.  How
could that be? Just one more of God's
mysteries, so unfathomable to some, so
pedestrian to others .

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  I.s  ffee  regz.oj2a/
rabbi   in   North   East   Germany.   He   has
previously       served       congregations       in
Wimbledon,  Brighton,  Reading,  Milton  Keynes
and  Newcastle  upon  Tyne.  He  was  trained  at
Leo    Baeck   College,    and   started   in   the
rabbinate  as  art  assistcant  to  the  late  Rabbi
Hugo  Gryn  at  the  West  London  Synagogue.
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THE STEFINBEF]G CENTF]E FOFt JUDAISM

AN OPEN DOOR T0 JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80,  East End  Boad,  Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.

It is the home of Britain's Reform Movement, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the New North
London Masorti Synagogue. It also provides many amenities including a Library,  Bookshop, Cafeteria,
Biblical Garden and extensive grounds.

Many programmes at the Sternberg Centre are open to the general public. Below is a selection for the
spring and early summer. The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the
warmest of welcomes.

ART COURSES
Ten-week daytime courses with Zev F]obinson
9th April -18th June
Tuesdays 9.30am -12.30pm
and 1 .30pm -4.30pm
Telephone 020 8349 5646

WATEF]COLOUF]  CLASS
Ten week evening course
with Linda Gervertz
1 st May -3rd July
Wednesdays 7.30pm -10.00pm
Telephone 020 8349 5646

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
DOF3FLEFI MEMOFIIAL LECTUF3E
Tuesday 21 st May 2002 8pm
at the Sternberg Centre
For further details
Telephone 020 8349 5600

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
COMMUNITY OF LEAF3NEF3S PF30GFIAMME
Adult Jewish learning targeted to the needs of our
time. The programme responds to a secular Britain at
the beginning of the 21 st Century, using the expertise
of rabbis and educators.
Telephone 020 8349 5628

JEWISH MUSEUM
FAMILY HISTOHY WORKSHOP
Workshop arranged by the .
Jewish Genealogical  Society of Great Britain.
This is an opportunfty to find out how to research
your family roots
April 21st  -June 16th -September lst
Sundays 4pm -6pm
Telephone 020 8349 1 143
E.mail:enquiries @jewishmuseum.org.uk

JEWISH  MUSEUM -FINCHLEY
LEON GPIEENMAN
Auschwitz Survivor 98288
Permnanent exhibition
Available as a travelling exhibition

JEWISH MUSEUM EXH[B[TI0NS
Prelude to the Holocaust  -until 12th May
The Personal Story and Paintings
BY HANS JACKSON

End of May -End of September 2002
A STEP UP THE LADDEFI:
THE JEINS   OF HACKNEY
Hackney's Jewish Community  .
Between 1920 and 1950
E.mail:enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOR JEWISH  EDUCATION
THE  SHIUF3
Spring Semester 2002
Tuesdays 11.15am-12.45pm
9th April -11 th June 2002

THEMES FFIOM THE BOOK OF EXODUS
Study the Torah with the finest teachers and students
Telephone  020  8349  5600

STERNBERG CENTRE EXHIBITION
THE MANOF3 HOUSE
F3EFLECTIONS OFTHE PAST
APPIL-MAY
Exhibition hours
Monday-Thursday loam - 5pm
Friday  -loam-3pm

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
SUMMEFI STUDY WEEK
WHAT'S IN A WOFID?"
Monday lst July  -5th July 2002
For further details
Please contact Marion SmithTel: 020 8349 5604
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